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ABSTRACT
The thesis is an evaluation of the Bilingual
Teacher Training Program, functioning at the under-
graduate and graduate levels, housed in School of
Education at Boston University and funded under the
Title VII educational grant. After a brief presen-
tation of the program's history, the methodology
applied in this study is described.
The unique characteristics of the student
population, their backgrounds and their future
plans, as well as the program's faculty and staff
are discussed. The undergraduate and graduate
students' opinions on the program are presented,
along with their suggestions for program improve-
ment.
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related to it as doctoral students,professors and
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PART I - INTRODUCTION
The Bilingual Education Program at Boston Universi-
ty was established in the academic year of 1973-74 as a Teach-
er Training Program. This project was developed by the School
of Education at Boston University in coordination with the
Boston Public Schools to make available a field-based program
for bilingual undergraduate and master candidates. These can-
didates were selected from applicants who had demonstrated high
scholastic and professional competence to the Admission Commit-
tee, and who were committed to improving the instructional
quality of existing bilingual programs.
The Bilingual Education Program was expanded through the
creation of another program - The Doctoral Fellowship Program -
during the academic year of 1975 - 76.
The present report surveys only the Bilingual Teacher
Training Program, although opinions of some of the doctoral
students are included.
This program is housed in the Reading and Language De-
partment in the School of Education at Boston University. The
following are some of the salient points of this program.
The Bilingual Teacher Training Program seeks to train indivi-
duals who through past performance as teacher-aides in bilin-
gual classrooms or through past service commitments to the.
bilingual communities have demonstrated an interest in bilin-
gual education, and to enable them to address the special
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curricular needs of schools serving students for whom Spanish,
Portuguese, Haitian-French, Cape Verdean, Greek, Italian or
Chinese is the dominant language. The program seeks to enable
aides and teachers to respond to the demands placed upon them
by improving their general bilingual competencies, developing
skills in areas of special need, e.g., learning disabilities
and special education, counseling, reading and language acqui-
sition, and gaining bilingual certification while maintaining
their employment status as provisional teachers or aides. At
the same time the program seeks to provide ,opportunities for
new bilingual personnel to enter the field.
Undergraduate trainees are expected to complete universi-
ty-based courses which meet the general distribution require-
ments necessary to earn the bachelor's degree. They are ex-
pected to acquire competencies for elementary or secondary
school teachers. Undergraduate trainees are expected to demon-
strate,both in the field and on designated university.courses
and projects, general competencies common to bilingual educa-
tion; including fluency in two languages; knowledge of lan-
guage, methodology, and curriculum development; assessment of
bilingual children; and awareness of culture and community re-
lations. For further information on the bilingual course
offerings the reader is reffered to Appendix A.
For the Ed.M. Program, individuals are drawn primarily
from the pool of professional and non-certified bilingual per-
sonnel already carrying out teaching functions in the schools.
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Program offerings focus upon specific needs identified by the
school systems for developing specialists in the area of bi-
lingual education. A masters degree in Bilingual Education
includes concentrations in: Special Education, Administration,
Early Childhood Education, Reading, TESOL, and Elementary Edu-
cation. For further information on distribution requirements
in these areas, please see Appendix B. All graduate trainees
are expected to complete a core of bilingual education courses
and field supervised activities in the areas of methods, ma-
terials, curriculum development, assessment, linguistics,
culture and community work. In addition, Master's students
work on and present a project that addresses a specific area
of bilingual need: curricular, institutional, instructional,
or diagnostic.
Several bilingual education courses were developed to
be offered during the Summer Session of 1978. A number of
mini-courses were especially designed to complement the regu-
lar course offerings. For further information the reader is
referred to Appendix C.
A. Methodology
The data collection constituting the base for this re-
port was done following the methods proposed by Malcolm Parlett
and David Hamilton in their "Evaluation as Illumination: A New
Approach to the Study of Innovatory Programs". They believe
that evaluation of educational innovative programs should be
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more flexible; more attention should be paid to their unique
features, and less emphasis should be placed on the tradition-
al reliance on the comparative experimental design, quantita-
tive methods and standardized tests.
Following the case study method in this report I have
tried to portray the reality of the Bilingual Teacher Training
Program as close to the truth as possible, so that the reader
could get a clear picture of it.
I have tried as well as I could to withhold my personal
opinions while writing the main body of this report. Never-
theless, I acknowledge my influence on the study, and especially
during the process of giving the summary of the interviewees'
suggestions, integrated with my own recommendations, for the
improvement of this program.in the conclusion of this study,
"Recommendations".
This study had three main approaches for collecting data:
a series of interviews; a review of the students' files and
other program documents; and a number of visits to different
meetings, including the faculty meetings, where bilingual
personnel were involved.
This study was based on an in-depth semi-structural in-
terview with the participants. The main questions asked were:
1. Please tell me about yourself; where you are from;
where you studied and any other events in your life
you would like to tell me about.
2. How did you learn about this program?
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3. What are your plans for the future?
4. What can you tell me about the program? What do
you like most or dislike most about this program?
Additional questions were adapted to the particular needs
of each interview.
All of the interviews were conducted on an individual
basis. I interviewed 37 undergraduate students from a total
of 40, 34 graduate students from a total of 38, 2 persons who
withdrew from the program, 2 students who are enrolled in. the
program but do not receive Title VII money, 5 alumnae, and
8 doctoral students. A total of 89 persons were interviewed
from the student body. I spent approximately 48 hours con-
ducting these interviews.
I also interviewed all the members of the program's
faculty, the program's tutor and administrative assistant as
well as one School of Education faculty member and three
people in administrative postitions inside and outside of
Boston University. The total interview time for these par-
ticipants was approximately 7 hours.
The total of 99 persons interviewed during approximately
55 interview-hours was supplemented by numerous informal con--
versations with students, faculty and administrators at Boston
University.
The review of the students' files gave me additional in-
formation on their backgrounds and on their progress while
under Title VII scholarships. The program documents allowed
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me to reach a better understanding of the relationship be-
tween this program and all other entities the program has
contact with.
I attended all but one faculty meeting and these gave me
a wealth of information. Other types of meetings also proved
to be very informative.
B. The Investigation
This evaluation is the third one done on the Bilingual.
Teacher Training Program. The two previous evaluations were
conducted by two different investigators. Neither of them
could reach a satisfactory relationship with the program's
faculty. Before starting my job, I was warned that the facul-
ty was negatively predisposed to an evaluator.
At the beginning of my work I was barred from faculty
meetings. I was given the explanation, "All your note-taking
made them too nervous". Since then I have talked to every
member of the faculty and I believe that I have established
very cordial and honest relationships with them. They gave me
all the time I asked for; they allowed my presence at all of
their meetings; and they gave me support in my work.
I have also established a trusting relationship with the
student body. Finalizing each interview with a student, I
would ask them to feel free to talk to me in the future on
any matter on which they would like to comment and which
escaped our attention during the interview.
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Several students approached me on different occasions.
They would show me the bills they had received, but which
they should not have received at all. Others would complain
about the functioning of the Reading and Language Department.
Once a student in distress came to talk to me. She complained
that she waited for a professor an hour and that the professor
"again stood me up. Now that I told you this 1 feel much
better".
On one occasion a group of students expressed their dis-
satisfaction with one of the courses required by the Depart-
ment.
PART II -
A. Students
1. Undergraduate Students
a. Student Population
Students at the undergraduate level come from four-
teen different countries: Argentina, Cape Verde, Chiler Col-
mbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Greece, Haiti, Hong Kong, Italy,
Mexico, Portugal, Puerto Rico, and the United States. In addi-
tion to English, they speak at least one of the following
languages: Cape-Verdian, Chinese, Greek, Haitian-French,
Italian, Portuguese, or Spanish. The majority of these stu-
dents immigrated to the United States within the past ten
years, kept close contact with communities composed of people
of their own background, and therefore maintained their own",
culture as well as their first language.
b. Background
The undergraduate population of this program can be
divided into two categories: those who come to receive their
bachelor's degrees after being out of school for a substantial
amount of time during which they acquire some work experience;
and those who recently have finished high school and haven't
had any work experience.
Only a few students fall into the latter category. For
the most part, they came to Boston University immediately
after completing their high school studies. Some of these
students graduated from high schools in the United States.
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Others recently immigrated with their parents to this country
and had completed their studies in their native countries.
The rest of the undergraduate students compose the first
category. They form a number of distinguishable groups. One
of these groups consists of those students who came to the
program from the Teacher Corps program. All of them are hop-
ing to graduate during the next academic year. These students
had less formal education prior to coming to Boston University
than the rest of the students enrolled in the program. Most
of them did not graduate from a high school, but qualified
for the program by taking the equivalency exam. All of them
are working either as teacher aides or as community coordina-
tors.
Another group of students had studied at or graduated
from community colleges. Most of them attended high schools
in their countries, but immigrated to the United States be-
fore completing their studies. In the United States, they
passed the equivalency exam in order to be accepted by a
community college. Most of them are working as teacher aides.
The third group is composed of those who have had some
studies at the university level prior to enrolling in this
program. Some of these students attended a university before
immigrating to the United States. In one case the student had
to terminate her studies only a year before her graduation
date.
Other students from this group had completed from one to
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two years of college in this country. Some studied at Boston
University before applying for this program. There are only
three students in this group and they reported that they work
as teachers. The rest of this group has a work -history simi-
lar to that of the other students enrolled in this program.
c. Work History
The typical work history for the undergraduate
students goes like this: "When I came to this country I
started to work at a factory. Later I became a clerk, and
now I am a teacher aide". In some cases, instead of a factory
job there was a restaurant, laundry or a hotel job; instead
of a clerical job, or second significant step in their job
ladder, they worked as a secretary, interpreter, or community
coordinator. At present more than half of all the students
work as teacher aides. The remainder of the undergraduate
student population have jobs as community coordinators or
tutors, and those students without previous work experience
have jobs unrelated to the field of education. These jobs
include cosmetics salesperson, chambermaid, clerk and
waiter.
2. Graduate Students
a. Student population
Students at the graduate level come from Argentina,
Azores, Cape Verde, Col ibia, England, Guatemala, Haiti, Italy,
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Puerto Rico, and the United States. In addition to English,
these students speak at least one of the following languages:
Cape-Verdian, Haitian-French, Italian, Portuguese, or Spanish.
Approximately half of these students were born in this country.
b. Background
The graduate population in this program falls into
two categories: those who completed their college education
in the United States, and those whose previous studies were
done abroad. Only a few students are in the latter category.
The majority of the students did most or all of their studies
in this country. All of the students hold a college degree.
Some of them received their degrees from Boston University.
Two students said they received their B.S. from the same pro-
gram. Four students said they already hold Master's degrees'
from other programs in Spanish, Bilingual and Bicultural
Education, Latin American Studies, and Urban Planning. One
of these students is attending two programs simultaneously at
Boston University and at Boston State College each leading
to an Ed.M. degree.
The academic backgrounds of the Master's degree students
in this program are quite varied. They majored in such
fields as sociology, Spanish, English, psycholinguistics,
physics, business administration, international relations,
and political sciences.
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c. Work History
The majority of the graduate students hold jobs as
teachers. The typical work-history for students who were
born in foreign countries can be summarized as follows: first
the student worked in a factory, then became a teacher aide,
and currently is a teacher. A typical resume for those stu-
dents who were born in the United States reads after earning
their B.A.'s in the United States, they worked abroad, often
in the Peace Corps, came back a few years ago and worked as
substitute teachers. After starting this program they became
full-time teachers. A few students work as teacher aides.
Either they do not have much experience or they had teaching
experience in their native countries which was not recognized
in the. United States.
The rest of the students occupy positions such as curri-
culum developers, tutors, social workers, coordinators of bi-
lingual programs, and bilingual counselors.
3. How Students were Referred to This Program
At the undergraduate level, students learned about the
existence of this program through a variety of sources: work,
friends, relatives or counselors.
At the graduate level, students learned of the program's
existence mainly from three sources: work, relatives and
friends. At work they were informed either by their super-
visors or by lectures given by Maria Brisk. Approximately
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two thirds of the students have relatives and friends who,
with a few exceptions, themselves attended or completed the
same program. A few students became aware of the program
during orientation day at B.U.
4. Future Plans of Undergraduate Students
The majority of students enrolled in the undergraduate
program have well defined plans for the future immediately
following their graduation. Based on their post-graduation
plans, five categories of these students are distinguishable:
a. Those who plan to work as teachers.
b. Those who are going to study for an Ed.M. provided
the program pays for it. If they cannot receive
program money, they will work as teachers instead
of studying.
C. Those who will study for the Ed.M. but not neces-
sarily in this program or at B.U.
d. Those who plan to study not only for Ed.M. but for
a Ph.D. as well.
e. Those who do not know what they are going to do.
A total of 90% of the students fall into the a, b, or c
categories. The remaining 10% are distributed among the d
and e categories, with 2 students in each of them.
Those students who are uncertain about their future plans
were in the initial stage of their studies at Boston Universi-
ty. All of them were in their freshman year. Those students
who have definite post-graduate plans either wish to work as
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teachers or study at graduate schools.
Approximately two thirds of the undergraduate students
are planning to begin teaching after receiving their B.S.
degree. While some of them said that they wanted to work as
teachers, others had already developed a fairly detailed blue-
print of their future teaching jobs. They readily specified
the subject, the grade, and the kind of students with whom
they would like to work. Moreover, they selected desirable
kinds of schools and their location. As one student explains:
"After I get my B.S. I would like to work as a
teacher in Boston, not in suburbia, because in Boston
there is a greater need for bilingual teachers".
The remaining students express the desire to continue
their education at the graduate level. Some of them are plan-
ning to simultaneously work as teachers and study at a gradu-
ate school. Others hope to get enough financial aid in order
to study full-time.
5. Future Plans of Graduate Students
Most of the students enrolled in the graduate program
began their studies with definite plans and did not change
them during the course of their studies. A number of students
plan to retain their present jobs; they usually work as teach-
ers. Others expect to be promoted into an administrative
position. A few, who began working in school administration
before the requirements were upgraded, need the degree to retain
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their positions.
Among the Ed.M. students, there is a small groups that
plans to proceed toward the doctoral degree. The prevailing
reason for doing this was their wish to teach at the college
level or to do consulting work.
As in the B.S. program, there were several Master's
students who said they did not know what their plans were
for the future. All of them were at the beginning of their
studies in the program.
There were a few students who have decided to get another
Ed.M. with a different specialization, for example EdAM. in
couiseling.
B. Faculty and Staff
The bilingual Teacher Training Program faculty for the
academic year 1977-78 consists of six persons. The reader
is referred to Appendix D for information about their educa-
tional backgrounds, research interests, and professional ex-
perience. The director carries administrative and develop-
mental responsibilities as well as a teaching load. Of the
remaining faculty members three occupy full-time teaching po-
sitions and two are part-time. The full-time faculty members
have been working with this program for a longer period of
time than the part-time ones.
1. Program's Faculty
a. Faculty's Educational Background
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Two of the full-time faculty members completed their
undergraduate work in their native countries (Argentina and
Puerto Rico). They received all of their graduate degrees
(Master's and Ph.D.) in the United States. The other two full-
time faculty members completed all of their degrees in the
United States. One of the part-time instructors received his
undergraduate and graduate degrees in Puerto Rico and is now
in the process of completing his doctorate at Harvard's Grad-
uate School of Education. Another part-time instructor com-
pleted his undergraduate work in Puerto Rico and received his
graduate degree in the United States. Five of the factlty
members are equally proficient in Spanish and English, and
one professor is bilingual in Portuguese and English. Some
of the faculty speak up to four languages.
The academic background of the faculty members,with the
exception of an instructor who specialized in the field of
law, is as follows. At the undergraduate level their interests
were diverse, and they majored in languages, literature, psy-
chology, and only two of them majored in education. At the
graduate level four of them received degrees in the field of
education, and one in Applied Linguistics. At the doctoral
level all of the faculty members specialized in an area within
the field of education.
b. Work History
The faculty members came to the program with varied
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work experience. Two of the full-time faculty members have
had all of their work experience in the United States. All
others have had work experience in Puerto Rico and the United
States. One faculty member had extensive work experience in
the United States and in several Latin American countries.
All of the faculty members came with a teaching back-
ground. The fields of administration and research are two
other areas found in the faculty's work experience. One of
the part-time instructors has had extensive experience in ad-
ministration and law. His teaching experience is limited to
one semester in a college-level, part-time position.
He is an exception to the rest of the group since each
of them have had extensive teaching experience which includes
several years of full-time teaching.
2. Program's Staff
In addition to the faculty members, the program has an
assistant to the director, a bilingual secretary and a typist.
The assistant has a double role, that of administrative
assistant and of a tutor with responsibilities to the program's
student body. The person currently occupying this position
completed an intensive E.S.L. Teacher Training Program, earned
the undergraduate degree from Northeastern Illinois University,
and received the M.Ed. from Antioch.Graduate Center - Institute
of Open Education in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This person
has had extensive experience in administrative positions,
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guidance and counseling, and teaching. The secretary and the
typist complete the supporting staff personnel.
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PART III
A. Undergraduate Students' Opinions on the Program
In general, the undergraduate students believe that this
program is a good one and is well-planned. This program,
students said, through its friendly atmosphere, provides
them with a new perspective on education.
There is disagreement among students on the utility of
what the program offers to them. On the one hand, some
students' comments were along the following lines:
"This program gives a practical education.
Everything I'm learning in classes I'm using in
practice".
"I like this program very much; it helped me
a lot with my work".
"I could apply what I was learning".
(B.S. students).
On the other hand:
"The theory they teach here doesn't apply at
all when one works as a teacher".
"I'm very disappointed with the program".
"I'm just wasting my time here."
(B.S. students).
The majority of the students agree that the program was
useful to them in one way or another. They said, the program
helped them to become better teachers, they learned how to
deal with different problems that their pupils present to them.
Finally, the program gave them a good idea as to what teaching
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is all about.
Approximately one half of those interviewed expressed a
desire to have some kind of concentration or specialization
on the undergraduate level which, the students said, does not
exist at the present time.
One student summed up the general feeling, "I am trying
to take math as a minor, so I can be a bilingual math teacher.
Just to be a bilingual teacher doesn't mean much. To teach
what?"
Those students who are trying to "create" their own
specialization find that the required courses do not leave
any time for courses in a particular area of interest. Their
suggestions focused on a complete review of the requirements.
2. Courses
In general, students said they are satisfied with the
course offerings. The courses are demanding and sometimes
motivate them to go beyond the material presented. Many stu-
dents have a favorite course among those required by this
program. Students claim to have learned a great deal that
will make them better bilingual teachers.
A considerable number of students believe that in general
the courses on education at Boston University as well as in
this program are too theoretical because they do not teach
practical applications. The students would like more inter-
action between theory and practice. They want to learn how
to deal with particular problems encountered daily in their
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work. As one student put it:
"There should be a better link between the
theory we learn in our courses and practice in
the field. There should be more emphasis on the
application of the theories we learn."
(B.S. Student).
A number of students raised several issues related to
course offerings. They said that the courses repeat them-
selves: "We're going over the same material from one course
to another." (B.S. Student.)
In their comments student agreed on one particular course.
Everyone who took the course agreed that the course should be
modified and improved. As one student expressed her feelings
about it:
"The course on Community Organization is very
bad. The professor should find placements for us.
It's unfair to tell us to go and find a community to
work with. 3'm still looking for a community. It's
awful". (B.S. Student.)
Another concern is the student's capability to take
courses in English. Some students avoid the required courses:
"A lot of students do not take a first level
English course because they are afraid they would
fail it." (B.S. Student)
To alleviate the problem, the students want some of the
courses to be conducted in their first language. So far the
students said that some of them are allowed to write papers
in their languages, but there are others who cannot do this
because there are no professors who would be able to read
their papers.
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3. Requirements
A number of students said they did not agree with the
program' s requirements. The usual complaint was that there
are too many requirements to fulfill, therefore,- the students
don't have enough time to take desired electives.
"I'd like to skip some requirements and take
math instead."
"The requirements are too demanding. Because
of them I don't have time to take courses in the
subject I'll be teaching in school."
(B.S. students)
Other students said that because of their particular
situations, they should have to take fewer required courses
than the rest of the Boston University students.
"They've too many requirements for people like
us with families, children and work. They want me to
prepare two papers for next week. It's just impossible."
(B. S. student)
One student said that she started to study in this pro-
gram because she got a promise from one member of the faculty
that her practical experience would reduce the number of credits
she would have to complete. This promise was not fulfilled,
and this student is very angry because she has to complete
all of the credits required of any other undergraduate student.
She said she would not have started the program if she knew
this would happen.
There were students who believed that the requirements in
certain cases are inadequate. As one student explains her
viewpoint:
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"To be a bilingual math teacher in a secondary
school, I need to take only 5 courses in math. This
isn't sufficient to know enough math to be a good
teacher. I'm taking math as my major which means
I have to take 10 math courses. But if I didn't do
this I could get away with 5 and be a bad bilingual
math teacher."
(B. S. student)
4. Schedules
Although the majority of the students did not comment on
the schedules, some of the students said they would like to
see the schedule be adjusted to their needs. There are
courses which the students have to take from different depart-
metns. They would like to be able to take them after 4 P.M.
instead of during the day in order to adjust their studies
to their work schedules.
Another problem with scheduling is found within the
program itself:
"This program isn't well-organized; all the
courses I have to take are given at the same time.
Therefore, I'll have to spend extra semesters at
B.U. in order to graduate."
(B.S. student)
This student expects to have his scholarship extended
for that.'extra semester.
5. Classes
Very often during the interviews with students the fact
that the classes are shared by the students from different
academic degrees would come up. In general, students did
not mind having graduate students in their classes:
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"I don't mind having graduate students in my
classes."
"It' s very uncomfortable to be in the same
courses with Ed.M. and Ed.D. students, but it has
opened up a new world for me."
(B.S. Student)
Some students dislike the presence of graduate students,
because they say the professors see graduate students in a
different light and give them preferential treatment, and
because they are afraid to be criticized for their comments
in class.
"In a class I am taking now, there are some Ed.M.
and Ph.D. students. They have experience as teachers.
I don't have any experience as a teacher so they do all
the talking and I'm always quiet in the class."
(B.S. Student)
6. Students
When the undergraduate students were asked what the term
'bilingual' means to them there were several interesting ex-
planations. One student said that one is bilingual if he
speaks Portuguese; another said that one has to know another
language besides English, and talking about the use of lan-
guages in the program's courses, one student said:
"Some of the students don't know enough
English to take a course in English because they're
bilingual students. Therefore, we should have courses
offered in Spanish."
(B.S. Student)
Several students expressed concern about the preparation
of the program's students in English as well as in their
native language. Students suggested that special attention
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should be paid to this problem from the moment the student
is accepted into the program to the time of his graduation.
As one student said:
"Student-candidates should be screened more
carefully, because some of the students haven't
mastered any language.
Other students' suggestions referred to the creation of
special courses which would help to erradicate this problem.
From the student's comments such as:
"Studying at B.U. is very difficult because I
don't know enough English."
"I couldn't understand this course because it
was only in English."
(B.S. Students)
the problem seems to be a very real one.
7. Professors
In general, the students at the undergraduate level said
they have a very good relationship with all the faculty mem-
bers except one part-time instructor, who, the students said,
had some difficulties in teaching his course. While talking
about their relationship with professors some students made a
distinction between the program's faculty and the rest of the
professors in the university, whom they called "American"
professors.
" The rest of the professors are very good"
" Professors are helpful."
"I like the professors to promote a free and open
relationship with students."
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"I have a very good relationship with the program's
faculty."
"American professors are also helpful."
"The American teachers are very considerate
and when I say I don't know so much English they
take this into account."
(B.S. students)
The students said that it is easy for them to communi-
cate with their professors and that professors are easily
accessible.
A number of the students said that in this program
professors make them work very hard. Some of the students
said they like this aspect of the program because in this
way they learn; others said that the fact that they have
families and are working while studying should be taken into
consideration more than it is. The professors should lighten
their work load in comparison to that of other students who
have more time to devote to their studies.
8. Advising
Several students said that they have good advisors,
willing to give all the help students need. For example, one
of the professors spent a great deal of her time helping to
transfer one student's credits from the Havana University
to Boston University. But also, there were many complaints
and suggestions for improvement. The main complaint refers to
the professors' lack of time.
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"The professors have too many meetings in other
cities. They're traveling all the time. They don't
have time for students."
(B.S. student)
The students said that some professors, not only do not give
their time to the students, but do not have time to gather
enough information to fit their roles as advisors. As one
student said, "This professor is a problem. I did not have
any problem with him but another woman did. He told her things
about courses which were not true." (B.S. student).
Due to this kind of problem there are students who have
taken courses they should not have enrolled in. Now they
have all their credits for graduation but they do not have
the necessary courses. "I took two courses I didn't need
because my advisor wasn't careful in her job," one student
complained.
The students would like to have better counseling services.
They would like to get more information and orientation.
"When I came here I spent a long time trying to find out how
things worked," lamented one undergraduate student. The
students would like to receive more personal attention from
their advisors. Some students would like to hear suggestions
on what they might do after graduation from college.
The undergraduate students think that there should be an
orientation meeting for incoming students. One student said,
"This year we had an orientation meeting but it was kind of
late in the semester." Another student suggested more person-
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alized advising procedures:
"When new students come to the program, the ad-
visors should sit down with each one of them and explain
how Boston University and the program work. I wasted
two summers because I didn't get adequate advice."
(B.S. student)
During the interviews students often complained that they are
not adequately informed on the financial aid:
"We, the Latin students, aren't familiar with
this system and we don't know all things which exist
and that could help us, especially the financial aid.
Only a month ago I discovered that I ant eligible for
financial aid, but I've studied here for four years.
How come this happened?"
(B.S. student)
9. Financial Aid
In general, students expressed their gratitude to. the
program for the financial aid it extends to them:
"This program is a great opportunity for me;
otherwise I couldn't afford to study."
"Financially I couldn't complete my education
without this program."
"I am very happy to have this opportunity to
study. If it weren't for this program I wouldn't
be able to study."
(B.S. students)
There are, however, a number of students who think the
financial aid they receive is insufficient. One student said
that she thinks she should receive more money so she could
study during the daytime, and so she would not have to work.
There were several complaints concerning the amount of
money students receive for books. They said that the amount
which is allocated for books is approximately half of what is
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really needed, and that it comes late in the semester, forc-
ing the students to spend their own money on books. One stu-
dent, saying that the amount of money for books is not enough,
suggested taking this money, putting it together, and giving
one more scholarship to someone else with it. She said she
assumes that all students in this program can afford to pay
for their books because they are working and.can buy books
before they receive book money.
10. Program's Influence on the Undergraduate Students
Judging by their responses during the interviews, the
undergraduate students have been deeply, and in many different
ways, affected by this program. Some said that they have
learned how to "defend" the bilingual issues. In different
terms, these students explained their use of the defense con-
cept as the analytical process that contributes supporting
evidence on matters involving bilingual issues.
Others said that taking part in this program was a
good way of socializing, gaining self-confidence, and redis-
covering themselves. As some student put it:
"I got to know people from different countries."
"The program made me more aware of other cultures."
"The program helped me relate to my own children.
Now I am proud to be Spanish speaking. I understand
my children much better."
(B.S. students)
Studying in this program for many undergraduate students was
a "fantastic experience", as they put it.
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11. Information exchange
The undergraduate students made several suggestions con-
cerning what should be done in this program. One of the sug-
gestions is based on the fact that many students feel lost
and isolated. These students believe that they lack informa-
tion which might help them to overcome more easily whatever
problems they encounter on the path of their studies. A con-
siderable number of these students said that they don't know
more than one or two other students in the Bilingual program.*
At the same time they feel that it is very difficult to es-
tablish an informal relationship (or even conversation) with
the faculty members. These students said they would like to
have "some kind of a club for everybody in bilingual education
where we can interact more" (B.S.. student). These students
would like to have a place, perhaps a room for social gather-
ings, where they could drop in, talk to other students in the
program, and where they would find information on the latest
news in bilingual issues.
Another issue brought up by the students during the inter-
view refers to the contacts between this program and other
similar programs existing elsewhere, and the contacts between
the program and practicing bilingual teachers. The students
would like to explore the possibilities for collaboration with
other bilingual teacher training programs. Some students think
that the program should work with bilingual teachers at the
*The Bilingual program at Boston University is composed of three
programs leading to a B.S., Ed.M., and Ed.D.
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schools, which give them practicing information on the latest
research findings in bilingual education.
One student suggested that the program should have a bi-
lingual education newspaper to inform students on the program's
functionings, changes, and on bilingual issues in general.
Also, a number of undergraduate students suggested that the
program should take the responsibility of informing the
pupils' parents about the benefits of bilingual education.
The students believe that some of the parents do not know what a
bilingual program is; others think that the bilingual programs
are of a poor quality. Therefore, the students say, if only
they could reach the parents and explain the advantages of
bilingual education for their children, these parents would
ask for bilingual programs in their schools. These would not
only benefit the pupils, but also create new teaching positions
for the students themselves.
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B. Graduate Students' Opinions on the Program
1. Program's Structure
The students recognize the advantages of having speciali-
zations in their program in contrast to similar programs in
other universities which do not have them. Nevertheless, they
would like to see a more cohesive and better-structured pro-
gram.
The program does attain its goal of training teachers,
but students advocate either expanding the program or creating
a distinctive component of the existing one which would offer
specializations in bilingual special education, counseling,
and administration. Students claim that it is virtually im-
possible to go into any of these fields:
"At B.U., one cannot work and study for counseling
because the courses are during the day. In this program
we are supposed to work and study, so there should be
counseling classes during the evening for people like
me." (Ed. M. student)
At the same time one student said:
"I'm studying in this program not because of its
bilingual aspect but because I can study special edu-
cation."
(Ed.M. student)
2. Courses
In general students at the graduate level are satisfied
with the program. They say that it is a good, practical one
and it is handled with a professional attitude:
"I'm pleased with the courses."
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"The program's courses are great."
"The courses are very well taught."
(Ed.M. students)
There are some students who are not completely satisfied,
however, or are disappointed with it for a variety of reasons.
One student said, "I'm not satisfied with this program because
it is not oriented toward a master's in psychology." Another
student said, "When I came here I was very excited. Now my
excitement has evaporated. I'm very disappointed because the
program's quality is so low." Yet another student said that
he is disillusioned not only with this program, but with the
courses in education in general. There is some degree of con--
fusion as to what the program's orientation is. On the one
hand some students demand more practical application of what
they learn:
"In the courses, theory is being emphasized too
much, we don't apply things enough."
"The Courses in this program are good but they
(the faculty) should stress the applied aspects of
bilingual education more."
"The things I learned here are hard to apply.
There should be more application of theory than we
got here."
(Ed.M. students)
Others feel that the program overemphasizes its practical
aspect:
"The program places too much emphasis on training
teachers as opposed to research."
"I think there should be more research; the courses
are very practical."
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(Ed.M. students)
Overall, the students are satisfied with the curriculum
presented to them. They think that the courses are good and
that they learned a lot from them, but several students ex-
pressed concern about the course content.
"The program has many courses which repeat them-
selves. We study the same material in different courses."
"I learned a lot from this program, but we have
the same material in different courses."
(Ed.M. students)
The students agree that most of the courses are well
taught and present valuable material, but introduction of
some more critical reading would be welcomed. Also, students
would like to be told where to find the available materials
"so when I'm teaching and need certain materials I'll know
where to find them." (Ed.M. student)
While the students like the course offerings, they see
the need for introducing a series of new courses, seminars,
and workshops. For example, they want to have more courses
on cultural awareness, early childhood, and science for bi-
lingual students. They want to have a good course in curricu-
lum development and bilingual courses in reading. Students
believe that there should be courses such as "Bilingual Educa-
tion and Law" and "Historical Perspective in Bilingualism".
Besides the introduction of these courses, Spanish speaking
students think the program should offer some courses taught in
Spanish, and Portuguese speaking want to have some courses in
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Portuguese.
3. Requirements
In general, students feel that they have too many require-
ments. Some of the required courses do not have any relation-
ship to bilingualism. As one student explains:
"I feel that this program was placed in the De-
partment of Reading and Language arbitrarily. It
could have been placed in any other department. We,
the students, have to comply with the departmental re-
quirements. These requirements don't have much to do
with bilingualism. So, we really shouldn't have to
fulfill them at all."
(Ed.M. student)
Also, students. think that the program places too much emphasis
on linguistic requirements.
4. Scheduling
Some students find the schedule satisfactory while others
would like it to be better adapted to their needs. They com-
plain that the courses are given only three days a week instead
of five, and that means that it is impossible to take many
courses because they are offered at the same hour.
Also there were complaints about summer school scheduling.
Some students said they would like to attend the summer school,
but there is a two-week overlap between the Boston University
summer school and the Boston Public Schools functionings, where
they work.
5. Classes
Some students resent having classes with students from
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different programs. They do not want to be in the same course
with an Ed.D. candidate, because they feel it is unfair to
them, but some admit having learned from those students at
the doctoral level. Others feel it is unjust to.have under-
graduate students in the same classroom with graduates because:
"They don't know enough to be at our level. So
everybody feels bad, and it's particularly.hard on the
professor."
(Ed.M. student)
The general consent among those complaining is that it
is difficult for a graduate student to be in a class where
some students are at the doctoral level and others are under-
graduates.
6. Students
The students' opinions of themselves is varied:
"I'm impressed with the students, they're really
interested in what they are doing; they have inter-
esting backgrounds."
"We should have better student quality. To
obtain this we should implement better screening
techniques."
"The students in this program are of very different
qualities, different backgrounds and capacities. This
makes it very difficult to be in a class. Professors
don't know what to do.'
"Some of our graduate students shouldn't be in
this program at all because:
a. they have language problems;
b. they can't make time for studies;
c. they don't have the capacity for graduate
work."
(Ed.M. students)
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The students think that one of the important aids in
better student selection is implementation of the English
language proficiency exam, which should be administered to
undergraduate as well as to graduate candidates.
"Unfortunately, there are undergraduates in the
class. There are 40-year old Hispanic women in the
class. It's admirable that they're studying, but
English in this class is at a level which I believe is
completely over their heads."
(Ed.M. student)
7. Professors
Some students feel that their relationship with the pro-
gram's faculty is good. Each student would name one or two
favorite professors. These students characterized professors
as helful, friendly, open, willing to answer questions, sensi-
tive to students' culture and values, competent, and sympathetic.
They said that professors always make time to see them.
"The professors are very cooperative, they give
you a lot of time."
(Ed.M. student)
Other students think that the professors are not taking
their work seriously enough. These students resent professors
frequent absences due to different conferences they attend.
Students say that because of this traveling the professors
neither have time to see students nor teach their courses.
These students said they do not like to be taught by teaching
assistants who substitute for professors.
Some students feel that professors should motivate them
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more. They said that not much is done in the courses:
"This professor is very nice, but we don't do much
in his class."
(Ed.M. student)
and that in general professors impose their own ideas on stu-
dents too much.
Another concern that students voiced was the role pro-
fessors take as advisors. Again, the students think that the
professors do not have enough time to see them, and do not
perform their jobs properly.
"I need more direction; there's nobody to advise
me on course choice, The professors are very busy."
"There were courses which were given only once
a year, but the advisor didn't tell me about them."
(Ed.M. students)
One student, planning to graduate in a few months, was
not sure whether he had completed all the requirements be-
cause his advisor did not provide him with the information.
The same student is writing his final project without knowing
if the topic he chose is acceptable.
"It had better be good, because I can come to
B.U. only on Thursdays and my advisor isn't on campus
then. Eventually I'll catch him."
(Ed.M. student)
There were a number of students who did not know who their
advisors were.
8. Organization and Communication
The students are inclined to think that the program is
rather disorganized. One student complained that her appli-
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cation was lost; other students said they keep receiving bills
which they should not receive.
"There are some communication problems. I never
received the letters they supposedly sent us. They had
this symposium last week. I didn't go because I didn't
receive the letter, and I found out about it too late."
(Ed.M. student)
The students would like to have a better communication
with the faculty. As things are now: "The students don't
make an effort to communicate, and the teachers don't have
time." (Ed.M. student.) The students expressed a desire to
have the faculty communicate with them about existing resources,
current research, job openings, etc.
9. Fall River Group
The group of students who live in Fall River did not have
much to say on the program due to lack of knowledge . All of
them complained that it is very difficult for them to come to
Boston to take classes. Because of the distance involved it
is very difficult to participate in any extracurricular acti-
vities.
"The only inconvenience I have is the distance
between Fall River and B.U. I can't get there to use
the library, because I don't have time. I'm just ex-
hausted."
(Ed.M. student)
This group of students said that they would like the pro-
gram to offer some courses in Fall River.
10. Financial Aid
A number of students said that they appreciate the finan-
cial aid they get from the program. For some students, they
say the program exclusively means money:
"It was a mistake that I enrolled in this program,
I don't like education at all. I'm here for the same
reasons as many other students in this program - the
scholarships. I can use the degree."
(Ed.M. student)
Often,the comments such as:
"The funding is the best feature of this program;
I really appreciate it."
(Ed.M. student)
would be followed by a wish to have even more financial aid.
One student said he thinks that the Spanish speaking
students get preference for Title VII scholarships and that
the respresentatives from all other ethnic groups have diffi-
culty in securing financial aid.
The Portuguese-speaking students said that there are many
potential students among Portuguese speakers for this program
but they.cannot get any scholarships.
The majority of the students said they are happy with the
financial aid they receive. And if they did not receive these
scholarships, they would not be able to continue their studies.
11. Students' Opinions on the Benefits Received From the Program.
It is possible to discern two separate groups when listen-
ing to the students speak about what they think they are getting
from this program. First, there is a large group composed of
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those who think they learned a great deal while studying here.
They say that they utilize at work and especially in their
classrooms methodologies, techniques and theories that they
learned in this program. "This program made me a much better
bilingual teacher," said one student. Students emphasize that
the technical aspects of bilingual teaching offered by the
program are very valuable to them. Other students claim they
gained general knowledge about bilingual issues as well as
about problems which children from different cultural groups
face.
Another, a much smaller group consists of those students
who think they did not get enough from the program:
"When I get my Ed.M., I won't be prepared as well
as I would like to be."
"I'm disappointed with this program; I don't think
I have been prepared to do what I want."
"I don't know how a degree in bilingual education
will help me."
(Ed.M. students)
In general, these students either do not know what they would
like to get from this program, or do not know what they would
do if they were not studying here.
12. Program's Influence on the Graduate Students
The graduate students said they were influenced by this
program in several ways: they feel that they became better
qualified teachers because they learned different methods and
techniques. They understand the issues in bilingual education
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much better. They learned how to deal with people from dif-
ferent cultures, which helps them to function better in the
classroom. Apparently this program was a positive experience
for the graduate students. It helped them to reach a higher
level of professional maturity.
13. Suggesions for the Program' s Improvement
The graduate students in this program want to:
a. have a bilingual center;
b. be advised and orientated by the faculty;
c. participate more in the program's functionings.
The students want to have a central place where they can meet
one another, exchange information, and give support to each
other.
The same place could be used to conduct different social
activities which the students would like to have as part of
the program. Students would like to have some kind of work-
shops during which they would be informed on current bilingual
issues, new laws, new programs, conferences, etc. They would
like to know about functioning bilingual programs in other
cities.
A number of students said that an orientation period for
incoming students should be organized. During this orienta-
tion period the new students would be informed about:
a. the program's function,
b. the program's expectations of students,
c. where they will be at the end of their studies
in the program.
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The students suggested yet another kind of meeting.to be
held twice yearly. During these meetings they would like to
evaluate the program and suggest improvements. They could
talk about their professional needs in general and the kind
of courses they want in particular.
Finally, students want to be made responsible for the
functioning of the program. They suggested that they should
be made responsible for attending conferences and meetings and
for contributing time and energy to the program. As one of
the students put it:
"We have to work with Anglo culture; to be effective
we must follow their rules: to participate in meetings,
to come on time, etc."
At the same time, there are students who say that they would
like to particpate in the program's activities, but working
and studying leaves no free time to do so.
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PART IV -
A. Alumni Opinions on the Program
The alumni from the Master's Degree program had the fol-
lowing comments and suggestions. The program itself is an
excellent and stimulating one and the faculty members are
knowledgeable. This program helped them to secure the work-
positions they wanted to obtain, and it helped them to satis-
factorily perform the duties required by their employers:
"This is very good for teachers because they usually
know very little about bilingual education. This
program gives a good idea of what bilingual education
is: its curriculum, materials, methods and culture.
It wakes up bicultural awareness."
"This program helped me to understnad my kids
better. I needed to have some theoretical explana-
tion on what was happening in the classroom. Now I
can say that this kid behaves in this way because of
this...
(B.S. Alumni)
One alumnus suggested that the program should offer
more areas of specialization.
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B. Doctoral Students' Opinions on the Program
Some of the doctoral students in the Bilingual Education
Program made comments and gave suggestions for the undergrad-
uate and graduate levels of the program. Commenting on the
students at these levels, the doctoral students said that many
of these students "did not have the privilege of learning
English" (Ed.D. student), but another student believes that
the lack of knowledge of English language applies only to a
particular group among the undergraduate students.
"The group of undergraduates who started with
the Teacher Corps aren't able to function in English.
But the new students are younger, are able to function
in English, and in general they are the people who would
ordinarily study at a university."
(Ed.D student)
In general, these students said that they would like to see
better quality in the student body.
The students disagree about the quality of the program's
faculty. The following are some of their comments:
"The faculty and staff are competent."
"Professors here are not competent. I like
quality not mediocrity. I need to be challenged
to explore all the possibilities. To do that, you
need competent people. Some of the faculty don't
even have Doctoral degrees, they feel frustrated be-
cause of this, and they mistreat people."
"The professors are inexperienced. You could tell
that they are professionally inexperienced."
(Ed.D. students)
Some students said that the courses are of a high quality,
and suggested the introduction of.some new courses which would
help to upgrade the program. One of the suggested courses
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would be a review of all the bilingual education terminology
in different languages. This course could be appropriately
offered at the Ed.M. level. Another course would teach students
how to write a composition in their first language.
"If one is Spanish speaking, this doesn't
mean that this person can teach Spanish to others."
(Ed.D. student)
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PART V
A. Professors' Opinions on the Program
Some faculty members commenting on the program itself
had the following observations.
- Some programs are only language-oriented rather
than language and discipline-oriented. This
dual orientation is an asset for this program.
- At the graduate level the faculty members do not
perceive this program as being minority-oriented,
but as being discipline-oriented.
- The research component is rather weak.
Several faculty members believe that this program is one
of the best in the United States.
The general concent among the faculty members is that
their relationship with the students is good. One of the
faculty members would like to see a flow of information on
the kind of research or work each one is currently engaged in -
the students as well as the teaching staff. This could
be accomplished by creating a list of the work and interests
of the faculty members and another one of the students. This
list should be periodically updated. Another suggestion was
to establish some kind of conference where the students would
report to other students and faculty on research they are per-
forming. If the faculty members would report on their work,
some students could find an opportunity to assist them in
their research.
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Another faculty member said that the only concern he has
regarding the relationship with the students is that he does
not have any time to see them. This happens because, he said,
as the top bilingual specialists are doing administrative work,
they have insufficient time to devote to teaching.
Some of the faculty members commented on the quality of
the student body. They said that the abilites of the students
varies widely. The program has a group of students who do not
have the necessary preparation,believes one of the faculty mem-
bers. They have only a few grades of education from schools in
Puerto Rico. They passed the equivalency test, and now they
need a series of individual courses to remedy the deficiency of
their education. The program has to respond to the basic neces-
sities of these students.
Another faculty member said that, due to the low quality
of some of the students in this program, it is very difficult
for the professor to teach a course because these students need
to be led by the hand whereas other students in the class are
getting bored.
These professorsbelieve that some of the students who
finish this program are not capable of teaching. They advocate
improving the situation by revising the existing admissions
policy.
1. Future of the Program
The faculty members, during the interviews and the meet-
ings, brought up several major issues related to this program.
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One of these issues was the program's future existance.
The school of Education is planning a reorganization which
is bitterly opposed by some of the university's faculty members.
Nevertheless, realizing that the reorganization will occur in
spite of their protests, some of the progam's faculty members
want to do everything possible to insure the best outcome for
the program.
Everyone is quite apprehensive about their future. Apparent-
ly they feel they are in a vulnerable position. They see them-
selves as treated as second class citizens, not accepted by the
rest of the school as professionals, who are referred to as
people who know two languages, etc. Thus, they feel they could
be first to suffer in this "shuffle" of people, departments and
divisions. Because the program is not permanent, " a person
is always afraid that the program will fold" (a faculty member).
This lack of job security is a real obstacle to the program's
establishment. One of the faculty members said that if a pro-
fessor were planning to develop a long-term program component in
his field, it would enrich the program and benefit all those
involved with it. But, then this person would have to stay
with the program to see the plans implemented. This becomes
impossible because people are "looking for permanent positions
somewhere else" (a faculty member). The faculty members think
that the program should become permanent and that it should
not depend entirely on short-term fundings from Washington.
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2. Program's relationship with Boston University
Another major issue is the relationship between the pro-
gram and the School of Education at Boston University. The
faculty members feel that the School of Education treats them
"as second class citizens" ( a faculty member). This means
that they are viewed not as specialists in particular areas
of the field of education as they would like to be, but as
bilingualists. The faculty members think that the members of
the School of Education ignore them by never seeking their
professional collaboration.
The faculty members think that the School of Education,
instead of accepting this program for it's contribution in the
field of education, tolerates it because it is a source of
Federal money. The School of Education does not have a long-
term interest in this program.
The following is an example of a situation in which the
program sometimes finds itself:
There was a course proposal before the Department of Coun-
selor Education that involved bilingualism. The members of
that Department were seeking candidates to fill the teaching
position opened by the course. One member of this program's
faculty wanted to know if the Bilingual Teacher Training Program
had been consulted on this matter and found that it had not
been. The program's teaching staff had mixed feelings about
this lack of cooperation. They agreed that it was good that
other departments were interested in bilingualism. In the
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future the program's faculty would like to be consulted about
any courses designed with a heavy emphasis on bilingualism.
B. Opinions of Outsiders. to the Program
1. Reading and Language Department
At the Reading and Language Department where the
program is housed, the Bilingual Teacher Training Program is
considered as naturally belonging to this department more than
to any other, because the purpose of this program, as one
member of this department sees it, is to prepare teachers to
work with bilingual youngsters, which makes it a language pro-
gram.
The program's faculty is considered as part of the depart-
ment, therefore they are invited to all departmental meetings.
Only two members of this program attend these meetings. Others,
the departmental faculty feel do not make an attempt to get to
know people in the department.
Apparently the members of this department resent the way
in which the program's faculty is chosen. When the program
director was initially hired as a faculty member she went through
the regular channels for a faculty member joining Boston Universi-
ty. The rest of the program's members did not go through the
same interview procedure. The members of the department not
involved in the program must be interviewed by all the people
in the department. Apparently, the program's director knows
the candidates for the program and makes recommendations to
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hire them. They do have interviews with some people, but not
in the department.
2. School of Education at Boston University
In the School of Education at Boston University the pro-
gram is perceived in the following way.
The initial interest of Boston University in encouraging
this kind of program was to have the institution focus on the
needs of the City of Boston as opposed to those who respond
mainly to the needs of the suburbs. The Bilingual Teacher Train-
ing Program makes it possible for the student body to be more
representative of the kind of constituency that an urban uni-
versity should serve. Along the same lines, by virtue of having
the funding it was possible to attract faculty and associates
who otherwise would not be attracted. It gives the School of
Education a bigger, better faculty constituency in a budgetary
constraint.
At the same time the program represented an opportunity
to develop course offerings and to meet the needs of a parti-
cular population group which called for synthesizing both
field and classroom experiences.
In regard to the perception of the bilingual faculty by
the total faculty of the School of Education the following
analysis was given to this evaluator.
The challenge of funding faculty in this program, like
most externally funded programs, is one of transforming their
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"status" as faculty members on a project to that of faculty
members at the university. Therefore the distinction that he/
she is a project-person or a regular faculty member would be-
come meaningless. Consequently they would become part of the
total faculty of the school. There has been a partial success.
When Maria Brisk was initially appointed, she was looked upon
as a puzzlement by the other faculty in the Department. They
couldn't quite understand what bilingual meant; why she was
there; and who she was. She was not really seen as an integral
part of the departmental faculty. The fact that she got faculty
and administration support which resulted in tenure is a rather
significant criteria for determining institutionalization re-
garding Maria Brisk. On the other end of that scale, there
are other individuals who still have their entire identity
associated with the "project". Some of them could be very
real contributors to the school, but for whatever reasons had
chosen to be insulated in the program. The rest of the faculty
members fall all along that continuum. Some of them became
very active in the school's activities so that, in spite of
the fact that they are totally supported; on the program's
money, they are perceived as regular faculty.
3. Bilingual Department of the Boston Public Schools
At the Bilingual Department in the Boston Public Schools
which collaborates with the Bilingual Teacher Training Program,
the program is perceived as follows.
One of the stipulations for a university applying for a
grant is that Boston University must have the support of a
Local Education Agency (LEA). When the grant was first developed,
Boston University came to the Bilingual Department in the Boston
Public School (BPS) and asked if they would be a co-sponsor
with them. The reason the regulations state that there should
be a' school system involved, is to insure that the program meets
the needs of the students that the graduates will hopefully be
servicing. So in that sense there has been a very close re-
lationship with B.U.
The regulations state that a certain percentage of the
BPS Title VII budget has to be allocated directly for teacher
training. The BPS Title VII can use that money any way they
choose, and they have chosen to use a majority of those monies
to fund scholarships under the training program. What that
means is that once the program is set up at Boston University
in terms of expertise and staff, it can then open itself up
to people who pay tuition or who want scholarship money from
other sources. But by having BPS Title VII fund a percentage
of that, the BPS Title VII is assured that the people from the
BPS will be guaranteed scholarships. Therefore, The BPS Title
VII office is directly involved in the part of the program to
grant scholarships to people who were from the BPS as parapro-
fessionals or going for a B.A. degree, and professional people
from the BPS who would like a Master's degree or certification.
The Director of Title VII of BPS said that the program
itself is a very necessary one in the sense that bilingual
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education is a new and growing field, and that it is very dif-
ficult to find people who are expert enough to teach the sub-
ject. Without this program, the people who receive the Title
VII scholarships could never afford to go to Boston University
as it is one of the most expensive schools and one of the best.
Because it is a university, as opposed to a teaching college,
it offers a lot more in terms of education resources of a
quality which they could not get elsewhere if they had to pay
their own tuition. "I think that the variety of courses is
good.. Maria Brisk has met with us on many occasions to figure
out priorities. For example, over time there has been a great
need for reading and special education personnel. B.U. has
been very accomodating at that.
I also think that Maria Brisk and her staff have been ex-
tremely cooperative and innovative in terms of meetings, semin-
ars and included us wherever possible. We do have a good re-
lationship with Dr. Brisk. By working together we have been
able to put a number of qualified people in the system."
(Director of Title VII of BPS)
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PART VI - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEXT YEAR'S EVALUATION
Next year's evaluation should give answers to the follow-
ing items.
One of the readily identifiable effects of this program
on its student body is related to the broadening of the stu-
dents' personal and professional horizons. The usual comments
heard during the interviews are well represented by the follow-
ing:
"Before coming to B.U., I never thought I would
study at a university; now I am confident I will get
my B.S. degree."
"Before coming to B.U. I was only planning from
day to day, now I plan years ahead."
They hypothesis that the program has increased the self-
confidence level of the majority of the undergraduate students
could be tested during next year's evaluation. One possible
way of testing this hypothesis is by comparing the group of
students accepted in the program and who did not start their
first semester yet, with the group of those graduating from
this program.
The course content should be reviewed in response to the
students' claim that the course content is repeated in differ-
ent courses. A complete course content analysis should be done
on all the courses offered in this program as well as on those
courses which are university wide degree requirements. If the
course content indeed is repeated in different courses, the
necessary steps toward the elmination of this problem would
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bolster the students' enthusiasm for the program's functioning.
It also might lead to the development of a better curriculum
offered by this program, and to better prepared bilingual
teachers.
The complete analysis of the requirements for both degrees
offered by this program should be performed. Some students
think there are too many requirements, others said the require-
ments are not extensive enough for them to achieve proficiency
in the chosen subject. This issue should be submitted to an
ext:ensive study which could be a part of a larger project
performed in order to define what constitutes an acceptable
bilingual teacher, and therefore what is the appropriate curri-
culum.
The student's claim that the linguistic requirements are
over emphasized should receive close attention. The question
whether these linguistic requirements are a must or the stu-
dents have to comply with them only because the program is
placed in the Reading and Language Department should be re-
solved, and the answer should be given to the students.
A study of what constitutes a good bilingual teacher
should be performed. Such a study could be performed by asking
the parents, the students, the bilingual and non-bilingual
teachers, and the school principals what they think the bilin-
gual teacher should offer to the pupils. The questionnaires
and interviews could be implemented for this study. This study
would help to correctly modify the admissions policy as well
as the program's curriculum and functioning if necessary.
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The following are some observations and recommendations
of this evaluator to the program's faculty and staff.
For some time, some of the most active faculty members
were demanding more influence in the managerial decisions of
the program. They did not feel comfortable with the idea that
the program's director wanted to make all the decisions her-
self.
During the Spring Semester of this year, the program's
director gradually increased the faculty's possibility of
taking part in the decision-making process. This new situa-
tion makes everybody happier and is reflected during the
weekly faculty meetings, which are now shorter and more
productive.
At the present time the Ed.M. program has a final project.
In order to further upgrade the program the faculty wants to
eliminate the final project and require a thesis. By the
University rules this means it has to have a thesis format,
has to be placed in the library, and has to have thesis quality.
The faculty has proposed the introduction of a thesis course.
This proposed course would be taught by all the participating
faculty. It is aimed at making Ed.M. students complete their
degree requirements. One of the faculty members said that now
the students complete their course work and do not do much on
their project. In actuality, they get stuck with the project.
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So this course is aimed at helping them overcome this diffi-
culty. The introduction of this course was approved. Thus,
one more step toward the program's improvement was accomplished.
The information on this program distributed via work, ori-
entation day at Boston University and counselors should con-
tinue and be expanded. Other formal ways of dissemination of
information on the progam's existence should be implemented
to insure the diversity and quality of prospective students
at both undergraduate and graduate levels.
It should be made explicit to the student body if this
program is theory or practice oriented. Thus, if the enter-
ing students were advised on this matter before beginning this
program, the number of disillusioned students in the program
could be reduced, facilitating a better functioning of this
program.
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Channels should be created for student feedback to the
program. The students want to be able to communicate their
opinions to the program on its functionings, what they want
from their courses,what the focus of the courses.should be,
and what new courses they would like the program to offer.
This could be done through the creation of a student newsletter,
a part of which could be dedicated to the students' opinions
on program improvement. This could be followed by an open
meeting for faculty and students where more lengthy discussions
could be held. Election of a student representative, which to
my knowledge does not exist, for each of the B.S. and Ed.M.
degrees, who would be invited to the faculty meetings could
prove useful in the improvement of the program's functioning.
It is necessary to review the scheduling of courses re-
quired by this program. Some students claim that they have
to stay for an extra semester because the required courses are
given at the same time, and only on three days a week. Perhaps
a discussion of this subject with the students could make it
easier for the students to receive their degrees at an earlier
date, and some of the program's funds would be saved.
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The advising system within this program should be closely
examined, and the necessary steps for its improvement taken.
The program's faculty should devise an explicit advising poli-
cy. It must outline the faculty members' responsibilities as
advisors. It must state clearly what the student body should
expect from their faculty in relation to advising matters.
Some of the students as well as some of the faculty claim that
the faculty members do not have time to perform as advisors.
This issue should be clarified and minimum responsibilities
and expectations should be clearly defined and made known to
all parties.
The possibility of creating a bilingual students' center
should be examined. This matter could be discussed and the
decisions on it could be made during a meeting for the bilin-
gual students, faculty, and the university's administration.
The communication among the members of the bilingual
faculty as well as between the bilingual faculty and the facul-
ty of the School of Education at Boston University should be
strengthened. Open channels of communications must be estab-
lished. For example a monthly bulleting listing the research
or activity in which every bilingual faculty member is currently
involved should be created. This would make it possible for
the faculty members to know what each of them is involved in,
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and this might help graduate students find research topics.
The communication between the bilingual faculty and the
Reading and Language Department faculty could be strengthened
by an effort from the program's faculty to get to know the other
faculty. One way of doing it is by attending the departmental
meetings to which the bilingual faculty is invited.
Apparently the program's faculty members, except for the
program's director and one member of the faculty., do not take
full advantage of these invitations.
The following are the students and the faculty members'
suggestions on the improvement of this program.
1. To develop a working relationship with the community
the program's students are serving. The students
could explain to the members of these communities
the advantage for their children to receive a bilin-
gual education; the students could find out what
attitude prevails in these communities toward
bilingual education and what are the concerns of
the population involved. By working with the com-
munity, as one student pointed out, "We could make
parents feel important and more in control of their
children's education.
2. To develop contacts with similar programs existing
elsewhere;
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3. To develop working relations with bilingual teachers
practicing in the Boston area. This would include
this program's alumni and those who did not study
in this program. This would enable us to discover
how the program's curriculum should be restructured
in order to produce better bilingual teachers. Also,
by helping these teachers in their practice, the pro-
gram would ultimately be serving the bilingual child-
ren with whom these teachers are working.
4. To develop instruments to make the students more re-
sponsible to the program. For example, the students
should be made responsible for attending certain
meetings, and they should be made responsible for
answering the correspondence they receive from the
program.
5. A number of workshops should be introduced and meet-
ings held to inform students on the latest develop-
ments in the field of bilingualism.
6. An orientation period for incoming students should
be developed during which the students would receive
information on the program, on what to expect during
their stay at Boston University, on what they can
demand from the program and what their responsibilities
are to the program.
The faculty members suggested the preparation of a package
of introductory material to Boston University facilities for
the new faculty and staff.
Close consideration should be given to review of the ad-
missions policy. It is necessary to review the standards for
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admitting new students to this program, what these standards
are, and what they should be. The complaint received by this
evaluator was that the students in this program have a serious
language deficiency. Information from different sources should
be studied, and the admissions criterion should be changed,if
necessary, in accordance with the results of the study.
It is necessary to decide if the introduction of some kind
or concentration or specialization on the undergraduate level
is needed. The possibility of opening new areas of specializa-
tion at the graduate level should also be examined.
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B. S. in ELEENTARY OR SECO!DARY BILINGUAL EDUCATION
128 credits (32 courses)
The purpose of the undergraduate program is to train students in ele-
mentary or secondary bilingual education. The students will acquire
fluency in English and another lanriuaoe. The students attend full-ti me,
or part-time if they are working in a bilin .ual program. They Iust fulfill
three types of requirements: (1) College of Liberal Arts (CLA); (2) Ele-
rnentary or Secondary Education requirents and (3) Bilingual Education
requirements. Each student will work out the program with his/her advisor(a member of the bilingual faculty) according to the following outline:
I. COLLEE OF LVTERAL ATS (10 courses)
T7 English Composition (1 course)
2. Humanities (3 courses to be chosen from at least two different areas):
Arc0as: Classics, Literature, Linguistics, Fine Arts, Philosophy,
Religion, Speech, Languages, Studio Arts.
3. Math and Natural Sciences (3 courses, 2 of which must have science
lab, to be chosen from at least two of the following areas).
Areas: Astronomy, Biolog, Chemistry, Geography, Geology, Math.
4. Social Science (3 courses to be chosen from at least two different
areas)
Areas: Economics, Government, History, Psychology, Sociology,
Anthropology.
II. EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Elem.entary Secondary
HB 100 Philosophy of Ed 4 HB 109 Philosophy of Ed 4
HB 203 Psychology of Ed 4 HB 200 Psycholony of Ed 4
SM 261 Math for Elementary In addition, candidates are to take
School Teachers 4 a required number of credits in the
CH 300 The learner and His arei ofspeciaiization such as:
Environment 12 Languages F Lit., Soc. Studies,
Businss Ed., otc.
III. MAJORH 0E0 PyILchoAyo EDUEd
RL311 IItroduction to Bilingual Education 4
SO 5 25 1-orkship, in Cultural fwaroeness 4
SM 501 Science/iMath for Bilingual S-.ne-ak-ers 4
RL 513 Field a iork in Conunity Organization 4
RL 514 Field Work in Coomunity Orpanizaetion 6
12 Laguae EducLi.oc. Stuie
RL 515 Methods and M1aterials in ;ilinjulEucto
RL 535 Teachin Radinu to silingual Spe kers. 4
RL 533 Curriculum DevolonmBnt in Bilinual Education 4
SM 597/598 Science/Math Ef cation Topics 2/2
VA 522 Urban Ethnic Groups: The Hispanic Experience 4*
RL 501 Student Teaching (Bilingual) Varies
IV. ELECT!VES (10-12 credits)
* Or an alternative course related t0 another culture.
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E~r .
(3[ credits)
The purposc' of this :iaster's Proaran is to nive th: students
complAte hackrovn1in cilinl Fucation 'ie t'av tcc'jir I cxner-
tise in one particular field of' e. scc% -is Mninistration, Cown-
sjolnn, Curu!ricl Early Chi o EdIucation Rnai, recondI Lannuc
Teaching or SpeciaI Education. The st0-i1 neine this rronram shoild
alread y b fl!!7t in t'~'n anruaos. FPay l ariei' trainino de7sirel !il 1
e a1iitiona1 to Mic: rnr. -a te cnditt has e ucation trainnn.
and 1ants to . certified as a :iiac.al teachYr, but ha not hadta
inO pr4nc s/he vill have to tl- St!at Trachinr! in addition
to thn. progra.
Each stident viII arranne h3r/,ri s rorr11 -it) ti:- advisor sr1ect--
inn:
A. 5 or G courses from the fo1low;inr: Cr.di ts
2L 62) Iss!s in. linoual Etducation
'L 60 Frosaminar in L aVu I4
R L 513 Introduction. to Community Orcanization
RL W 1 i7ld "-r: 11'ic n Cormnt orgni'aio
RL 515 1thocs and 2aterials in !ilinnul Education
SC 525 1!orkshop in Cultural A-iaran2ss
PL 530 CurriculIu_ vevriormnt in ilinoual E cation 1-1
RL 74,1 Diamtosing A li ti es and Achievement-s of thL
Bril1i nnu. al Chil11
R L 5-35 Teac~inn. 7',erdinr. of Enrlish to Bilinnual %peaers
3. 2 or 3 coursis in a s.r-cific field of interest
C. Final Proj-ct (~ crmdits)
All stude-n ts ll.v 11 be reti rled to copla-.ta a orni-ct in th- area
of lanwil-1a, lan'ane ace'isition, curric-ul, nntods, natorial s
asse.ssmnt, conmuaity work or rra!dIino. T' Iill niroll in th e
course PL /7C Seminar in leading ' Lan-uan,!o " o ng on an in-
dividu1l basis vint' one of t'a nmnkrs of th3 .ilingual facul ty.
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rB lingual
Bi l ingual
RBi 1 inqual
PiIin-.Igua I
2iIi nqma I
Ed !cation
Ed./Elrientar: Certification
Ed. /Admini stritio 0n
Ed.I*/Early Childh~ood
Ed./Readino
Ed./Special Erucation
Ed./TESOL
r. 1AS T En' f PR) .n"
II ...S. Proram
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EiASTE'S SER LEADIMG TO'rnA £E!TIFICAT1O1
i~ n i iincil Ed. 1'.riion -, LI:vr'a~ Uu iOn.
( m Courses + Student Teachin- + Final Pro.iect)
The ihster's Degree Progran for Gradvte stiudents needing hi
lingual elementary teachin" certific-tion has ben desiIned for
individ'uals who have an undergrad'vte deoree in a field other than
bilirnqal cr elementry eIucAtion an-' are seeking to assume the
role of classroon teacher of bilinaual cildren. The students
must be fluent in Enolish ani another language. Any further lanq-
uage training would be in addition to the requirements for the Ed.
I. EL FTNTARIY EDUCATION! REC) I R iEN'TS (i? Credits) Credits
Choose 3 courses from amono the folloWino:
CH 6331 Teachin. Stratenies -in Childhood Education 4
CH 684 Teachin1 Strategies in Childhood Education 4
CH 505'i Child Telnement in Education 4
S!4 760'1 1 athematics for Teachers 4
II. L RE091REMENTS (22 Credits)
RL 520 Issues in Bilirnwu.l Education A
RL 515 "ethAs and Naterials in Rilinqiul Education 4
RL 531 Curriculum Development in Bilingual Education 4
SO 525 "!orksbor in Cultural Awareness 4
RL 504 Student Teaching 6
One course from among the followviiny: (4 Credits)
RL 535 Teachine Readinn to Bilinaual sneakers
RL 744 Diannosina Abilities and Achievements of the
niliniual Child 4
RL 513 Introduction to Community Organization 4
RL 602 Proseminar in Lannuanq II
III. FITIAL PROJECT (A Credits)
All students ".ill be renuired to comn'ete a oroject in the
areas of lanquaae, lanquaqe accuisition, curriculum methods,
materials, asse'ssmont, comunity work or reading. They will
enroll in the course RLt. 1 ! Seminar in Readinq and Lan-
uaae, working on an indifua s s i jith one of th mombers
of the bilinqual faculty.
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ED.M. lI BI~!LIN~GUAL EDU CATI1ON/ADRI N I STRAT ION
Students will enroll in the Readinq and Lanriuaqe Arts Deoartvent and
will mcet the r:uirmerts for the Ed.1. in Riline'uil Education alonq
with 4 courses in the Derarti7nt of System Analysis and Adatation. The
reouiremcnts are as follows:
I. GILINUAL E'CAT ION
Choose 5 courses from the followinn: Credits
RL 620 Issues in rNilinqual Education 4
RL 6D2 Prosnmiinar in Languae II 4
RL 515 !iethods and '4-terials in NBilinqual Education 4
RL 513 Introd1uctiEn to Comnunity Oriaanization 4
RL 51A Field work in Comunity Oraanization 6
SO 525 Morkshop in Cultural Awareess 4
'L 532, Curriculum Development in F.ilinqual Education 4
RL 714 Diannosing Abilities and Achievements of the
Bilinqual Child 4
RL 535 Teaching Readin English to Bilingual Speakers 4
I I SYSTEM DEVELOP"MENT AD ADAPTAT I ON
The followinq courses are required:
SD 782 Educational Organizational Analysis 4
SD 704 Sunervision of Educational Systoms
SD 785 Planning: Concepts and Tools (or SD 788)) 4
SD 800 Seminar on Citizen Participation (or SfD 784) 4
l. FINAL PROJECT OR INTENSHIP
RL 843 or 8A." Seminar in Reading and Lanquage 4
OR
SD 789 Internshio (Students will have a choice of undertaking
a thesis or an internshio).
The minimum requireme:nt for the EdiM. in Rilinqual Education with con-
centration in administration is 9 courses and a thesis or internshin.
The primary advisor will be in the Silinqual Education Program; a Sys-
tem Develonmont and Adaptation faculty member will be assigned as a
second advisor.
Students who comolete the above orogram will be eligible for 'iassa-
chusotts' present certification reouirements in educational
administration, if they already hold a valid Teaching Certificate.
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STER S n al meU IMU!TO 10CNETAI
(36 credits)
This ororam is to specialize teachers with certi FiCation in ole-
ment-ry cduc-tion to teach in bil ingual kinderdgrtrns and day care
centers. Th candidts should b2 .bdi lI!ul . Any lanquago courses
needed wuld b in additicon to th3 follon'
I. ILT (2 credits) Crdits
RL 620 Issues in ilinoval Educatioln 4
ML 51e 1thods e trials in Bi'lingAl Eucation 4
QL 53 Curricul eveoomnrt in Pilingual Education 4
L P7' Diagnosina bilities and Achievements of the
Bilincual ChMild
SE 521 or 522 Linguage Acquisition
II. EAxRLY CH1ILDH)"OD EDUC'.TICi (12 to 16 credits
Select 3 or :t of the following courses:
CH 505 Childhood Development in Education
C H 50 Social Issues
CH 507 Thr-3 Role of Pl ay 4
CH 509 Parent Involvement in Early Childhood
CH 781 Pr--School Education
II. FI!\L PIROJECT (4 credits)
All students will be required to completo a project in the areas
of language, lanquagr acquisition curriculum, methods ,mate-ri al s,
assessment, community work or reading. They Will enroll in the
course RL Y3, 34 Seminar in Reading and Lanquago,working on an
Individual basis with one of the members of the bilingual faculty.
HIOTE- In addition, candidats-who have nnt had the experience teaching.
in a bilincial K-2 classrom will taket C1 %62 PracticuM in Early
Childhood Education (section for bilingual candidates).
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A!'STER') SA: '-),IILIP'-r EDU'JC!O PITH,
SPECI!\LIYET100! IN RFT G
(36 credits)
Studcnts enrolling in this program will fulfill the follow-
ng requiremnts:
I. GENERt BILINGWi tE'2 Ef1ENT2 Credits
L 620 IsuCs in Bil in ouin ELucation
IL1 thods an5 1 tcrias in I ingua1 Education 4
RL 602 Proseninar in Languar II
FRL 7 i Diagn-?sing9 Abilitie s and Achiever'ints of the
Bilinaual Child
11. READING REQUIRENENTS
RE 535 ea'inq Enolish for Bilingual Speakers
Either RL 731 Improverent of Reading I (Elementary) 4
Or RL 736 Improvement of Reading II (Secondary) 4
RL 733 Romedial Reading
Ill. ELECTIVES
The student will take one clctive course in the field
of bilingual education i6 readina, such as:
RL 732 Physical Factors Related to Riadinq
RL 80 Leadership in Reading and Lanauage A
IV. READING LARTOZY
After completing the reading requirements, students
will enroll in:
RL 748 Bilingual Education Reading Laboratory 6
The work in the laboratory will be followed by:
RL 951 or 952 Ind nndet Study, to comlete research
related to thewo rk in tha laboratory. 2
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!AST !.'S IN I JL If.;"'.I D. i I' FIT C i EN"T ATIO N
42 Credits + Thesis
This program combines the concentrations of , ilingual Education
and Spaci I Edcati on. Studennt0 nteri rn the -roogram. shoul d be bi 1 ing-
ual any further languet1o instruction would be in addition to this
program.
I. ILI~G~ir.L ED~UC:AT10:! pE0 '.!TS(16 credits) C EITS
RL 620 issues in rilingl Education4
RL 515 4thoris and Matorias in ilingul Education 4
RL 7K4 D iqnos inn Abilities and Achievements of the
oilingual Child4SO 525 Vorkshoo in Cultural Awreness
II. SPECIAL EDJCATIGN REU'1KIEMTS (26 credits)
SE 756 Special Nteeds: Dis:bilities of Growth and Learning 4
SE 523 Lanuar i and Communication 4
or
SE 521 Languuage Acq.uisition 4
SE 502 Disability: Behavioral and Emotional 4
or
SE 741 Emotional Disturbance and Group Process 4
SE 807 Advanced Strategies and Practicum
Or
SE 503 (If not certified in Elementary Education) 6
1 Rlosearch course: SE 515 or SE 751 or RB 456 4
II. All students will enroll in RL SM13 or 841 to write a thesis. 4
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7TER'S IN r'l ;IV CDUCATIO
PITH COCETT .fTTlf IN TE SOL
(0 credits)
This orogram combinas th cncentrations of IiTingual Education
and TESOL. Students enteringr the program shold b)o bilingual . n
furthcr languige instructim ,uld be in additicn to) this program.
REtOUIR)ED COURSES CREDITS
RL 602 Proseminar in Lang-uag or EH 511 Introduction to
Linuistics 4
1RL 620 Issues in 4Bilinoual Edcation
EN 513 Modern Enlish IremmCr
SE 521-522 Languag \cquisition or SE 723 Second Language
Acquisition 4
RL 509 Methrds of Teaching Enolish as a Second Language 4
SO 525 Workshop in Cultural ,wMareness 4
*RL 535 Teaching Readinn' English to Bilingual Speakers 4
*RL 612 Student Teachina TESOL (the candidates will be placed
in a bilingual classroom) 6
RL 83.5 Research Seminar in TESOL
Students should carefullyx plan their programs with their advisor,
since the sequence of course offerings has a distinct bearino on the time
required to complete the proigram. Candidates are also required to com-
plete a project in research or curriculum design.
For further information about the procram, write to:
Dr. M1aria Estela ['risk y
Director Bilinqual Education Program Director TESOL Program
School of Education School o- Educat07n
Boston University Mston Univnrsity
765 Commonwalth Ave. 765 Comm th Ave.
Boston, 11A 02215 Boston, IA 0215
Tel.: (P17) 353-32~0 Tel.: (17) 353-3233
*NOTE: Students who want certification in 1ilingual Education should
take 1L 515 iethods and Matorials in ilingual Education and
L 50, Student Teaching (Bilingual).
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niIinr Feiucati c~
(0crod"its +C)rhNiv x;inctr)
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30ST-1 UNIVERSITY
'EIL  GUAL EOLU CAT I 01 PROGRA1I
SU'M 1973
S!Y4-ER SESSIO" I
Renistration: 1ay 1-22, ron-Fri, 9:0 a. . - 4:3 1 r.m.; May 23, 9:00 a.m.-7:00
Classes Start: "ay 23 - July 1
[ILIMUAL EDUCATION COP!.SFS
CR2SES
flL 515
RL 542 Al
DESCRIPTI
eIethods an laterials in Pilinqual Education. Observations
of classes and analysis o4 classroom techniquces and Dractices
and! oroblens as they relate to the bilingual child and bi-
linaual schoolinc. First Seester. Tues-Thurs, 4:09-7:30 p.m.
Instructor: 'brearita Perez-lones
!.orkshoo in Reading: Teachino Readirin Spanish. Specific
techninues for teachina readino in Spanish to native soeakers.
Review of existing studies. Iaterials presently used will
he evaluated, and strategies for adantino them will be
discussed.
Instructor: Eh.in Planco 2 cr. Time: 12-4:3r n.'
A2 !orkshorj in Rnadinrf: Te'chino Readinq Chinese. Revien of
existian studies on t'achine readino in Chinese. "aterials
nresently usel i will be evaluated and strateiies for adapting
them to the bilingual clhssroom will be discussed.
Instructor: Mae Chu Chani 2 cr. Time: 12-4:39 .
A3 Horkshoo in Readine: Teachino Reading Italian. Snecific
techninues for tiin rinwin Italian to native sneakers.
S3O !ateriae umenly use:! will be evaluated and4 strategies
for adaotin them to the biling.ual classroom !ill be discuss-d
Instructor: 'arie Lombardo 2 cr. Time: 12-4:30 r.m.
SCOLARSMIPS:There will be a limited number of scholarshios for bilineual
teachers intereste. in these workshons. Request an anplication
form by calling or writing to the 3ilingual Education Program.
office, School of Education, Rm. 1315, goston University,
765 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215 Tel.: 353-32 .
OTHER COURSES
RL 509 Teachina Enalish as a Foreinn Lannuane. Current theories of
lanon.4cie teachinn ani the aoplication of techniques of teach-
inas, listening, speaking, readin, and writing for those
Dreparfnn to teach Enqlish to those whose native language is
not English. Associate Professor 'olinsky. 4 cr.
Time: -101 - 7:39 p.m., Tues., Thurs
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SUNT7ER SESSIO:! I (crnt)
Other Courses (cont)
RL 602 Proseminar In L waace, II. Introduces in broad persrnective
the basic lanIunge theory undverlying curricular and method-
olonical concerns cemnon to rerdinr, lanuaoe arts, English,
an: second-lancuage 1 earnine. Penuired of all master's
students. Associatr! Professors !.olinsky and Smith.
First Session 4 cr. Time- Hed. 4:00 - 7:30 p.m.
LS 350 Reading and Analysis of Csaanishiterature.
Prereq.: CLA LS 215F, 1.ET Swnnish score of 5.) or equivalent.
evelooment of techniques for reading evaluation and apqrccia-
tion of literature of t -!entienth-century' Snain and Snanish
America. snncial attrention to study of lyric onetrv, drama,
and fictional narrative as oenres. Consideration of those
qualities wich nav be identified as specifically "Hisuan1ic
in works read as well as themes and- foris of universal in-
terest. Instructor- 9u'perman
First Session 4 cr. Time: 1:01) - 3:00 o. m.
LS 4G3 Culture of the Caribbean. Prereq.: CLA 352 or consent of
instructor. FictionaI prose, raintinar, architecture, and1
music of the countries ard territories of the Caribbean
world- of today. Studj of esthetic expression in connection
with historical, social, and linnuistic background.
First Session 4 cr. Time: on., ed., Thurs.
3:30 - 6:00 o.m.
Instructor Huonerman
SUMM1ER SESSIONI II
Rgistration: June 5-30, 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 n.,..; July 5, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 n.m.
Classes Start: July 5 - August 12
BRILI !UAL E[D1UCAT ION! CtJSOUrS
COURSES
RL 50') .1
DESCRIPTIOn
Bilinrual Education: Soanish. Technical language needed
in the elementary classroom and in the understanding of
educational literature. Glossaries of terminology use-
ful for the bilingual teacher developed. Taught in Spanish.
July 10-14 1 credit Timne: 9:30 a.. - 12:00 noon
B2 Bilinoual Edlcation: Portuguese. Technical language
needed in the classroom and in the understanding of ed-
ucational literature. -Glossaries of terminology useful
for the bilingual teacher will be developod. Taught in
Portuguese.
July 10-14 1 credit Time: 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
INSTITUTE IN HISPANIC STUDIES
The institute, designed to meet the snecial needs of secondary-school and
.unior college teachers of Spanish, provides an intensive six-!aek exposure
to the Spanish lanquage and to Hispanic culture and civilization through a
coordinated program of courses, ?!orkshops, and cultural events. The courses
aim at the imorovement of language com"petence, understanding of Hisnanic
culture from an anthronoloaical nerspective, and the use of literature in
the classroom. Cultural activities, free to institute oarticiiants, include
a weekly Spanish-languaiae film and a series of lectures in Suanish on various.
facets of Hispanic life. All courses and workshops (except SU?1 LS 002) are
conducted entirely in Spanish. Institute participants take two courses each
and may enroll in either or. both of the workshdos at no extra charge. Those
wishing to reside on carous may take advantae of relatively inexlensive
Universi ty-owned housing accommodation.
LS 001 1i
LS 012 111
L 305 151
LS 700 Bl
LS 740 B1
LS 750 B1
Conversational Practice
Pedia-use in Foreign Languaqe Teaching
Self Expression, I: Spanish
Spanish: Aoolied Linguistics
Contemporary Spani sh-Ameri can Culture
ethods of Literary Analysis
For description and schedule see Summer Catalogue pane 44.
OTHER COURSES
El 103 Freshman Enolish for Rilinoual Students. Reinforces the basic
lTli I readinn an Vfritinq necessary for all college work
for bilingual stulents. Extensive practice in the funrlamentaTs
of readina, writina, and critical thinking in the Enqlish
lannuane. Frecuent naners and exercises. Inlividual conference!
Required for the degree excent for students exemoted by the
Deoartment of Enqlish. Enrollment linited. 4 cr.,
Time: 9:30 - 11:0n, a.m.
In 11 1
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Lucy T. Briggs, Ph.D. Assistant Professor and Rcading and Language
Field Application
Specialist
Year of appointment to Boston University: 1977
Teaching, Supervisory' and Administrative Appointments
A. Semester II, 1976-77
Administrative assignment as Field Application Specialist, Bilingual
Resource and Training Center (see beloi)
B. Semester I, 1977-78
Administrative assignment: Field Application Specialist, Bilingual
Resource and Training Center
C. Semester II, 1977-78
Administrative assignment: Field Application Specialist, Bilingual
Resource and Training Center
Teaching assignment:
RL 726, Development of Skills in Language Analysis
Duties as Field Application Specialist
a) Develops minicourses and workshops for teachers in bilingual education.
1977-78 - Module, Understanding the Role of Language in Bilingual Education
Workshop on bilingual materials development, Massachusetts Teachers,
Association (Norcester)
Workshop/Minicourse, The Sounds of English and Spanish
(With Mae Chu-Chang), six workshops on Language and Culture,
Brookline High School
b) Serves on Ph.D. committees of doctoral students in Bilingual Education.
1977-78 Donaldo Macedo
c) Plans and supervises workshops and minicourses for western and southeastern
Massachusetts, focusing on Title 7 programs in Holyoke and Fall River.
Workshops for elementary bilingual and ESL teachers, Holyoke, fall 1977.
(Joel Walters)
Minicourse for secondary bilingual and ESL teadhers, Holyoke, spring 1978.
(Nancy Backman)
Minicourse, Teaching Reading in Portuguese CRL 542X), Fall River, summer 1978.
(Donaldo Macedo)
d) As a field linguist, provides
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1) Assistance to B.U. Bilingual Program in developing minicourses on
Spanish and Portuguese educational terminology, to be given
summer 1978.
2) Consultation to LEA's and SEA's (bilingual progran directors and
teachers) on language-related matters affecting curriculum and method,
3) Consultation with Wabnaki Bilingual Education Program (Passamaquoddy,
Title 7), Indian Township, Maine.
4) Consultation with Boston Indian Council re development of Micmac
language program.
e) Provides editorial assistance to preparation of BUBRTC publications
(newsletters, modules, l6ttcrs).
f) Represents BUBRTC at meetings of other elements of Title 7 Bilingual Network
and other agencies involved in bilingual education.
Research
Presented a paper, "Current Research on the Aymara Language" in Houston,
December 1977, at a symposium on South American indigenous languages at
the 76th Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association.
A longer version of this paper, entitled "A Critical Survey of the Literature
on the Aymara Language" is now being submitted for publication.
Beginning research into variation in the Spanish language in Massachusetts
and into methods of teaching the standard varieties of the language to
speakers of non-standard varieties.
With Mae Chu-Chang, contrastive studies of Mandarin Chinese and English.
Lucy T. Briggs, Ph.D.
March 22, 1978
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MARIA ESTELA ALLENDE BRISK
PERSONAL
Born: September 22, 1940. Cordoba, Argentina.
Citizenship: Nationalized U.S.
Address: 140 Chestnut Hill Road, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Telephone: (617) 566-7089
Husband: William J. Brisk (U.S. citizen).
Children: Angelica Allende Brisk (U.S. citizen)
EDUCATION
University of New Mexico (1969-1972). Major: Linguistics. Minors: Bilingual
Education and Sociology of Education. Degree: Ph.D. in Education Foundations.
Dissertation: "The Spanish Syntax of the Spanish American Child: The Case of
5-Year 01d New Mexican Children."
Georgetown University (1964-1966). Major: Applied Linguistics. Minor: English
Structure. Degree: M.S. in Applied Linguistics. 2-Year .A.S. fellow. The-
sis: "A Transformational Statement of the Subjunctive in Spanish."
University of Michigan (1962). Diploma of proficiency in English.
Goethe-Institute (Munchen, Germany). (Dec., 1961 - Jan., 1962). Intensive
course in German language. Degree: Zuegnis. D.A.A.D. grant.
Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, School of Languages (1958-1962). Major: Eng-
lish. Minors: Methodology of language teaching and Spanish structure. De-
gree: Profesora de Ingles.
Alliance Francaise (Cordoba). (1956-1959). French language and literature.
Degree: Diplome de Capacitation.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Associate Professor, School of Education, Boston University (Sept., 1974 to
present).
1. Administration and Development - developed the present Bilingual Education
Program at Boston University. This included designing the curriculum
(B.S., ED.M. and ED.D.), writing proposals to secure federal funding, hir-
ing the faculty, selecting students, establishing liason with LEA's and
developing a network within the university.
Administrator of the Teacher Training and Doctoral Fellowship Programs with
a total of 200 students, speakers of seven different languages.
2. Teahing - courses in language acquisition, methods and materials in Bi-
ingual Education, Issues in Bilingual Education, Introduction to Bilingual
Education (undergraduate only). Mini-courses in Concepts in Bilingual Ed-
ucation, and Bilingual Education: Planning and Implementation.
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Associate Professor, LanquageDepartment, Roxbury Community College, Boston,
Ma (Sept. , 1973 - Jan., 1975).
Developed the program for the Spanish-speaking students in language and content
areas and specific degree programs. Developed a two-year transfer program for
Bilingual Teacher Training.
Taught courses in Spanish language, grammar, composition and Introduction to
Bilingual Education.
Senior Staff, Center for Applied Linguistics, Arlington, Va. (May, 1972 - June,
1973).
Developed the Bilingual Education Program of the center as it relates to the
United States. Established contacts throughout the country and with the feder-
al government. Did a bilingual education survey of the entire country and par-
tially of Latin America, as the initial stage for an informational system.
Profesora, Catholic University, Quito,,Ecuador (October, .1970 - Jan., 1971)
Taught courses in linguistics and bilingualism in the Department of Languages
and Linguistics.
Instructor, Modern Language Department, U i ofiNew Mexico, Albuerue,
New Mexico (1968 - 1970).
"Taught courses in Spanish language. Assisted in the development of an entrance
exam to separate native speakers vs. non-native speakers of Spanish.
Assistant Professor, Linguistics ard Lapquage'Department, Inter-American Univer-
sity,_ San German, Puerto Rico (1967 - 1968).
Taught courses in Spanish and English language and Introduction to Linguistics.
Profesora, Universidad Catolica, Lima, Peru (Jan., 1967 - March, 1967).
Summer intensive program for teachers of English. Taught English language,
linguistics and methodology of language teaching.
Translator
(1) Law Firm, Rodriguez, Avendano & Elias, Lima, Peru (October - December, 1966).
(2) Dr. Carlos Monge, Lima, Peru (October - December, 1966).
(3). USAID/Peru, Columbia Teachers College Mission (December, 1966).
Spanish Instructor, Peace Corps, Washington, D.C. (June - Sept., 1966).
Assistant to the Cultural Attache, Argentine Embassy, Washington, D.C. (June,
1966).
English Teacher
(1) ICANA, Cordoba, Argentina (American Bi-National Center), (1963-64).
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(2) Cultura Britanica, Co'rdoba, Argentina (British Bi-National Center), (1963-
64).(3) Instituto de Lenguas Modernas, Cordoba, Argentina (1963-64).
Simultaneous Interpreter
English-Spanish and vice versa. Seminar on Business Management, IDEA, Universi-
dad Catolica, Cordoba, Argentina (1962).
CONSULTATION
In Legal Matters - for the. past three years, I have been consulting with several
communities inthe country as a bilingual education "expert" in relation to in-
volvement of bilingual communities in desegregation or other court cases. The
work has included working in the process of the organization of the community,
development of plans, testimony in the courts, formal presentations in School
Boards, and advising of the lawyers working the particular case. In all of the
cases, I work with them as the need arises and I continue to be consulted by the
lawyers as long as the case is open.
1. Bilingual Education Program Development for the City of Hartford. "La
Casa de Puerto Rico", Hartford, Connecticut (May, 1976 - present).
2. Bilingual Education and School Desegregation. "Comite de Padres," Wil-
mington, Delaware (October, 1975 - present).
3. Bilingual Education and School Desegregation. "Comite' de Padres," De-
troit, Michigan (June,. 1975).
4. Bilingual Education and School Desegregation. "Comite' de Padres Por De-
fensa de la Educacion BilingUe," Boston, Ma. (Jan., 1975 - present).
Other
1. Title VII Bilingual Education Office (HEW). Proposal reading. (March, 1976).
2. Education Research Corporation, Watertown, Ma. (1975). To assist in the
development of proposals related to bilingual education, especially the
proposal for the National Dissemination and Assessment Center now located
in Cambridge, Ma.
3. School of Education, HarvardUniversity, Cambridge, Ma. (October, 1975).
Hired to lecture on bilingual education and language acquisition.
4. Northwest Educational Laboratories, Portland, Oregon (July, 1973). To
write on Bilingual Education Alternatives for American Indians and Eski-
moes for a report to be presented to the Northwest Amercian Indian tribes.
Workshops
1. Language Education Workshop, Fall River Public Schools, Fall River, Ma
(May, 1976).
2. Bilingual Education Workshop, Simmons College, Boston, Ma. (May, 1976).
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3. Bilingual Education Teacher Training orkshops, ESAA, Boston, Ma. (Sept.,
1975 - March, 1976).
PRESENTATIONS
Panel Moderator, Conference: "Enhancing the Employment of Hispanics," Boston
University, May, 1977.
"Bilingual Education Teacher Training Program" for U.S.-U.S.S.R. Bilateral Sem-
inar on Teacher Preparation. Washington, D.C. April, 1977.
"Acquisition of Negation", paper presented at American Research Association Meet-
ing, New York, April 7, 1977 (with Dr. Celeste Freytes-Dieppa).
"Research Needs in Bilingual Education," panel participant at a National Meeting
organized by the National Institute of Education and Office of Education, March,
1977.
Panel participant NIE Bilingual Clearinghouse Conference, November 6, 1976.
"Bilingual Language Acquisition", paper presented at Indiana University, Bloom-
ington, Indiana, April, 1976.
Panel participant, Conference on Bilingual Education Legislation, Puerto Rican
Legal Defense & Education Fund, April, 1976.
"Bilingual Education and School Desegregation", paper presented at State Uni-
versity of New York, Albany, N.Y., November, 1975.
"Spanish Language Acquisition: The Gender", paper read at the Modern Language
Association meeting, December, 1975.
Testimony, Evans v. Buchanan,Wiliington School Desegregation, December 20, 1975.
Testimony, Bilingual Education and Boston School Desegregation. Civil Rights
Commission, Boston, Ma. June, 1975.
"Bilingual Education and School Desegregation: The Case of Boston", paper read
at the IV National Conference of Bilingual Bicultural Education, Chicago, Ill.,
May, 1975.
Testimony, Bilingual Education and Boston School Desegregation, Tallulah v.
Morgan, Boston, Ma. February 21, 1975.
Panel participant, National Conference on Chicano Sociolinguistics, Las Cruces,
New Mexico, November, 1974.
PUBLICATIONS
"Bilingual Education Legislation: The Boston Desegregation Case" in Hernan La
Fontaine, ed. Bilingual Education, Avery Publishing Group, Inc. 1978.
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"The Role of the Bilingual Community in Mandated Bilingual Education." CAL-ERIC/
CLL Series on Language and Linguistics, No. 49, April, 1977.
"The Acquisition of Spanish Gender by First-Grade Spanish Speaking Childron,"
in Gary Keller, ed., Bilingualism in the Bicentennial. N.Y.: The Bilingual Press,
1976.
"Bilingual Education," in Marvin Scott, ed. The Essential Profession: Contejmp o
rary Issues in Education. Stanford, Conn.: Greylock Publishers, 1976.
"A Preliminary Study of the Syntax of Five-Year Old Spanish Speakers of New
Mexico," in International Journal for the Sociology of Language, Vol. I, No. 2,
Spring, 1974.
"New Mexican Spanish Syntax of the Five-Year. Old," in Southwest Area Linguistics,
Garland Bi.lls, ed. Institute for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego State University,
1974.
Directory of Bilingual Education Programs in the U.S. 1972-1973. Unpublished re-
port, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1973.
Editing and partial translation of Celia S. Lavatelli, Guia para el Maestro,
Plan de Estudios para Nin'os de Temprana Edad. Un Programa de Cambridge,
Ma.: American Science and Engineering, Inc., 1972.
"A Program for Teaching English as a Foreign Language," report for the WIN Pro-
ject ISRAD, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, August, 1969.
Translation from Spanish to English. Prologue of C. Luque Colombres, Monumen-
tos Coloniales de Cordoba. Cordoba: Biffignandi, 1964.
MEMBERSHIPS
National Association for Bilingual Education
The American Association for Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese
Massachusetts Association for Bilingual Education
Asociacion Argentina de Profesores de Ingles
Modern Language Association
American Educational Research Association
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES
Clinical Research Review Committee
Graduate Student Committee
Faculty Recruitment Committee
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
Spanish, English, French, German
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TRAVEL
September, 1969 - January, 1970: ECUADOR
August, 1967 - August, 1968: PUERTO RICO
October, 1966 - June, 1967: PERU
September, 1966: COLUMBIA, ECUADOR
August, 1965: VENEZUELA, BRAZIL
October, 1961 - February, 1962: GERMANY, ENGLAND, FRANCE
April - June, 1958: CHILE, U.S.A.
July - October, 1955: DENMARK, SWEDEN, NORWAY, GERMANY, FRANCE, ITALY, & SPAIN
REFERENCES
Available upon request.
MARIO A. CLAVELL
72 Newtonville Avenue
Newton, Massachusetts 0215
Telephone: (617) 527-4358
Summary of
Qualifications:
Over twenty years of professional experience which inludes:
Planning and Organizing
Legal Training
Sensitivity to Needs
Leadership
Human Relations
Salesmanship
Education:
Experience:
J.D., Boston College Law School (1972)
B.A., Suma Cum Laude, Inter American University of Puerto
Rico, San German, Puerto Rico (1967)
Graduate Studies, Northeastern University, School of
Political Science, Boston, Ma. (1968)
Basic Electroni cs, Capi tol Radio Engineering Institute,
Washington, D.C. (1950)
Private practice of Law, Massachusetts. (1976- present)
Affirmative Action and Community-Based Program Specialist-
Massachusetts Commi ttee on Criminal Justice, Boston,Ma.
Supervisor of the Equal Employment Opportunity Program
implemented by the recipients of funds from the Committee.
Supervisor of the program studing the utilization of
paraprofessionals, ex-offenders, and volunteers in the crimi nal
justice system. (1974-76)
Assistant Professor (Part Time) Boston State College,
Graduate Program of Public Management, School of Continuing
Education. (1974)
Executive Director - Concilio Hispano de Massachusetts Inc.
Boston, Ma.
Designed structure, planned programs,negotiated funding
and organized two offices (Boston and Springfield). Hired,
trained and supervised staff of twelve. (1973)
Special Assistant to the Governor of Massachusetts
Advised the Governor in minority affairs. Represented the
Governor in public acts, intervened in crisis situations
in which minority groups were involved and drafted proposed
legislation on behalf of minority groups. (1971-73)
Consultant - Governor's Committee on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, Boston, Ma.
While at law school, planned and organized a special security
program for the Riverview Public Housing Project, Springfield,
Ma.
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Social Planner - Action for Boston Community Development
Boston, Ma.
Planned and evaluated social programs for the main
organization and its affiliates. (1969-70)
Area Coordinator - Department of Community Affairs,
Migrant Education Program, Boston, Ma.
Coordinated an educational and recreational program
for migrant farm workers. Supervised 13 Teachers plus
office staff. (1968 - Sumer)
Insurance and Real Estate Broker - Ponce, Puerto Rico
Worked all lines of insurance and real estate as an
independent broker. (1956-67)
Distributor - United States Rubber Company, Ponce, P.R.
Sales and service of tires, batteries, and industrial
products.
License: Insurance, Commonwealth of P.R., Massachusetts Bar,
Federal Distrct Court.
Personal: Health - Excellent
Veteran U.S. Army
Organizations Emergency Tenants Council Development Corp., President
and Agencies of the Board
Concilio Human Services Inc., President of the Board
United Way of Massachusetts Bay, member of the Board
YMCA Metropolitan Boston, member of the Board
Massachusetts Law Reform Institute, Trustee
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(1 CtI.U V r'IAE. - Concr.0 Outinu
NAME: Colo-ste Freytcr; do Dicppa
1 E .: //23 iEatwood Ci.rcu it
WCt Roxbury, Mass. 02132
I.A.ndei'c Vi tIn-
A .Ulndeorrrad uato Toe ?r
lini versity Attvnd Universidad de Puerto Rico
Date;: August. 1967 -- August 1971
Iiayor: Psychology
Minor: MerrLal letardation
B.Gradipiato Dcrure
UnivcroiL AL.y.:nded: University of Missouri
Dabtes: August 1.971- August 1972
Degree: M.A.
MaIy.vor: Special Education
Minor: Learning Disabilities
C P.Fs-graduatbe D)egree
! nv 1 A 7 tnrd c: Boston University
Dites: September 1973 - in progress
Dcgree: Ed D
layor: Spec ial EdLucation
II--Work ing B.ackrrround
A.Student-teachln; at the University of Puerto Rico, in the area of
Mental Retardation.
Student-teaching at the University of Missouri in the area of
Learning Disabilities.
.Full-time Instructor at the University of Puerto Rico
1.Taught the course ED 301- Zavch6lovy I hC
2.In charge of pilot proyect whose objective was to screen a
school population (low socio-cconomic level) to determine those
chi.dreni wi. th :;:iL. needs and he.lp reni.Lar classroom teachers
estahish a remediation program for them.
3.As superv.Inor of studcnt-teachers who were working at the
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( lmentar-y le-vel ill a rr iu l:ro ilt.
Iilhl:th-a:;i.nut, in a fo lO Wu: Ip Alcdy at II.I Univuri; Ly of PzurLo
Rico. The objecLive Was to evaluaLe the progrlam of Nontal Rotar-
daLion at the School of Education.
C..Boston Univorsi.ty-Parl -Lime Intruelor
I.Courses taught:
SED SE 501 - Oevelolnt and maailv (Undergraduates)
SED RL 744 - Asss. nt o inual Child with Learninr
Problems~ (Craduates)
2.Supervisor of student-teachers at ieague School, working with
children who exhibited severe behavioral & academic problems.
3.Pilot-proyect with 31 Spanih-speak- i. ng children at the Edison School
who exhibit academic failure in both languages (e.g. ,Working from
4 to 5 years below grade level).
D.Lecturcs and Work shoms
1.Lecture to SLudents at "Universidad Interamricana" on the Inte-
llc tUalVy Cijf d Ch:l .
2.Lecture to teachers at an clementary level on Ascesnt of C.Thiren
with Learninr Froblems (Antonio PeDreira School
3.Dirccted a one month workshop uiLh rcgular classroorn teachers on
Assessment and-Romediation of Children wibth L1aing Diabilitic.
4.Lecture to teachers at an elementary level, working in a regular
classroom setting on Assessment of Children with LrninM Prohlens
(Mufioz Rivera School)
5.Lecture to tcachers at an elementary level on A;se~;sment of Children
with Learninr Problems.
6.Lecture to graduate students on Azsessmernt of th, Eilingual
(Spanish-speaking) Child with Learning Problem's. (Special
Education Demartnent).
7.Conducted a one day workshop for the VLadershipTraining Institute
at Hartford University-Hartford, Connec ticut.
8.Gunst lecturer at, Emmnuea'cl CoJJi.ugo. F'or four w'Leks conducted two
courses.
E-232 C'r cl i u. -aQT.pl.orj (undc1 crgrad leates)
E-451 A.ln.ljd.. i§egio.C1.dirn npr:ia fIucE t aton. (graduates)
9.Conducted workshop:- for teachern in Bo:; ton for E3SAA (Emergency
School Aid Act), on pec ial N':r:'I; of .1h: ti i-nguIal Chi Id
10.Aer.ctne' SCCial Need:s and Strow-1.h.-n ofr -.i Pi lilnreal Child11-Papor
presented at the In t.-. -tionaI A:;:;oc iat.i oil Ccr i i t ln.ua /Bicu I -l
Education at San Antonio, Tcxas.
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A . ; : r he L oi 1, o) lo 't.le:nt:
1 . ]i Y Al Y :eC I(I1:J: f NGc
a (h and Lomb0 0r t.ho rn1ter
PelLonc AidlomceLr
2..ITRJICP40C
Stanford-inoL (1960 revision, "For 1, & M
Iechler Intellience acal for Children (18C)
Wochler Adult InLcllirence Scale (UAIS)
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (FPVT)
Slosson Intellijrence Test (SIT)
Hlarris Draw-a- man JinLeligencc Test
Ravcn's Progres:;ve \ atricca
Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude
3. ACAlgiiJL-
Subjec tive Reading Inventory
Durrell Analysi; of !(eNading Difficulty
Cates McKillop Reading Diagno:;tic Tests
Cray Oral Reaclir Tests
Metropolitan cadintg Radines Test
Metropolitan Icadincssz Te's t
Silvaroli Sight Vocabulary
Word Recignition Test
Betts Spellincr Inventory
Keyinath Diarmostic Tests
Frostig Developmcntal Test of Visual Perception (LTVP)
Beery Visual Notor Integration Test (VsIm)
Denton Visual Retention Test
Bender-Gestalt
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
Goldman Fristoc Auditory Discrimination Test
Boehm Test of Basic Competence
Preference Test
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)
5I4DAL.JX T '2T3 (ilni-lcSsons)
Fernald VAKT (visual,auditory,tactil & kinesthetic)
Van-Wagenen 'ord Lcarning Test (visual modality)
Language Pxperiencc Test
Sound Blonding (auditory modality)
6.s0c_.! -6:_0(ch\
Client Interview
Parent Interview
Callian Incomplete Scntonccs
Vineland Social Natur.1ty Scale
Devercux Child Dehavior Hating Scale (188)
Devercux F3 cnmentary School Behavior Uating Scale
Sorting Ter t-Hosenberg
7,Gy:NH,\d:HisilG.-102-
J nr I and J d(11. pIentl. I. ;erF Ing Tes1t
lowa TCeL of Oaic Uk ll-i
I am equally flinLly in Spinish and Enigl.in.
IRFF:REkNiS
J.Dr.Roberto .orar,Dircctor Dejartnent of jental Retardation
School of Education
University of Pucrto Rico
Rio Piedras, F.R. G0931
2.Dr.Veralee Hardin,Di)rector Child Study Clinic
609 Naryland
University of M1isnouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201
3.Dr.Isracl Rainos,Director )epartient of Educational-Research
School of &lucation
University of Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, P.R. 00931
Dr. Stve Warren ,Chairtomfn , Fpart ment of Special Education
765 ComMon.ealth Avenue
School of Education
Boston University
Boston, Massachussetts 02115
COMMITTEES
Have also participated in
1) Mass. Advisory Board -- Assessment of minority group children
2) Simons - Jamaica
SCHOLARSHIPS
1) 3 yr. scholarship from Department of Mental Retardation, UniversiLy
of Puerto Rico
2) 2 year Fellowship from Department of Special Education, Dos'on University
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CUH R TCULUM VITAE
VICTOR S. LOPEZ-TOSADO
Paseo boriqu'n 1/604
Boston, 4A 02118 Tel. 617/353-1595
Drp.artnent of Science Education -
Harvard Graduate School of Education
321 Lonidellow Hall
Cambridge, MA 02138 Tel 617/495-346
I. GBJECTIVE:
1. Work as a curriculum development and evaluation specialist
in science at all levels of instruction.
2. Teaching at the college level in any one of the following
areas: biology, science teaching methods, science curriculum
development and evaluation, and the social issues of science.
3. Work in the planning and implementation of in-service programs
for teachers at all levels dealing with:
--science teaching methods
--curriculum development
4. Supervision of student-teachers in the sciences at all levels
of instruction.
RELATED QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Teaching in the elementary school (5 years), master teacher
in science and math.
2 Teacher of secondary school science; chemistry, physics, and
biology.
3. Science coordinator in a school district (K-12)1 and, later
in an Educational Region which comprise 13 school districts.
4. Scientific research in envitonmental problems (pesticides).
5. Clinical supervision of science teachers, levels*K to 12.
6. College biology teacher (4 years) and in education (evaluation
and measurement).
7. Curriculum developer.
EDUCATION:
1. University of Puerto Rice
-Normal Diploma (Elementary Educ.). 1962
--B.A. Secondary Education (Biology and Msath), 1968
-- M.A. Secondary Education (Biology 'leaching). 1971
2. Inter-American University of Puerto Rico
--Courses. in: Psychological Testing
Supervision
3. Harvard Graduate School of Education
--Doctorate Candidate in Science Education(4th. year)
Curriculum Vitae ... Cont 104-
VICTOR E. LOPEZ-T1OSADO
CERTIFICATES.
1 Biology Science Teacher, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
2 Elementary School Principal, Commonwealth of P.R.
3. Secondary School Principal, Commonwealth of P.R.
4. Science Supervisor.
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS-
1 Massachusetts Teachers Association, Community Colleges Council
2. National Science Teachers Association
3. Fellow of the Ford Foundation
PUBLICATIONS:
Watson, 'Fletcher, L6pez-Tosado, Victor, et. al A Critique:
The National Assessment of Educatioial Progress, Report
of Sciece Achievement, AAAS, February 19, 1976.
OTIiEr MEN.3E Sr sifPS
1. "La .OrganizaciCdn": A Puerto Rican sLudent organization at
Harvard Univei sitv.
2. "La Virazo'n": a Spanish Theater Collective of Boston
PERSONAL DATA:
--Born in Camuv, Puerto Rico, Dec. 6, 1942.
-- S.S. #583-30-7064
-Wight:145; Heiht: 5 8"
---Status: Single
PEFERENCES: Available upon requen-t
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Resum: V ctor E. L6pez-Tosado, Cont.
Past professional experorIeCo
1962-63 1 yr. Elementary School Teacher, IV and V pgrades at Yeguada
Arias Elementary School, Camuy School District, Puerto Rico.
1963-67 4 yrs. Elementary School Tea cher V and VI grades. Teacher of
*of' science and math. Sarftiago 11. Palmer Second'ary Unit,
* Carnuy School District, Puerto Rico,
1968-69 1 yr. Biolo Teacher, Ramon Power High School, Sari Juan
School District, San Juan, P.R.
1969-70 1 yr. Introduction to Physics ard Intr. to Chemistry teacher
8th. and 9th. grades, respectively. Jose Julian Acozs1ta
Junior High School; Camruy School District, Caniuy, P.R,'
1970-71 1 yr. While finishing my requirements for my 1vi. Ed. degree
. was a teaching fellow at the Biology Departent of
of~ scecndmt.SataR Pame Seconr Uni
the University of Puerto Rioo. I taug
on General Zoology and Anatomy and Physiology.
Summers Assistant to the Director, National. Science Foundation
Summer Institute in Tropical Biology for Continental
U.S. college professors. I also was in charge of the
field trips lectures on the island' ecology alonc With
being the animal taxonomist.
1971-72 1 yr. First semester: Biology Teacher, Caimuy High School,
CamuySchool Distric, Camuy, P.R.
Second semestet'z Science Program Coordinator, Carnuy
School District.
Orientation and Supervision of science teachers,
working with them in the development of curriculum ma-
terials. Planning and development of in-service trai-
ning, primarily for the implementation of Science- A
Process Approachin the elementary school. Director of
the local Science Fair.
Lecturer on Education(Educational MeasurCement) at the
inter-American University of Puerto Rico, Arecibo Campus,
Arecibo, P.R.
1972-73 1 yr. First Semester: Science Program Coordinator, Caruy
School District.
Second semestert Regional Science Program Coordinator
Arecibo Educational Region of the Department of Education,
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. (The Arecibo Educational
Region comprise 13 educational districts.)
Supervision and orientation of teachers within the
region. Coordinationswith district science coordinators,
of in-service training, science fairactivities and the
development of curriculum materials.
Lectures on Education(Educational Measurement) at the
Inter-American University, Arecibo Campus, Arecibo# P.R.
Summert Lecturer on Zoolo , Inter-American University, Arecibo
Campus.
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VICTOR E. LOPEZ-TOSADO
1973-74 (1 yr.) Assistant Research. Office for the Development of
Scientific Programs; Office of the President, Univ.
of Puerto Rico.
Planning and implementation of research programs.
Work on a study of pesticide pollution of waters and
agricultural lands in Puerto Rico sponsored by EPA.
Taxonomist of freswater organisms: fishes and inverte-
brates. Development of the collection of Puerto Rican
fresh-water organisms of the Puerto Rican Natural Re-
sources Department.
1974-77 (3 yrs) Assistant Professor of Biology, Roxbury Community Col-
lege, Boston, Mass.
Teaching of a general biologv course for English
and Spanish-speaking students. Development and testing
of special curriculum materials. Planning the develop-
ment of an audio-tutorial program in biology.
Doctoral candidate in Science Education at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.
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MARGARITA PEREZ JONES - 07
19 Worcester Square Apt. 3
Boston, Massachusetts 02118
(617) 247-3704
-Marital Status: Married
Spouse: Laurence C. Jones III
Birth Date: June 5, 1947-
Social Security Number: 054-40-4276
Education:
Teachers College - Columbia University, Ne w York City
-1976 Ph.D. Early-Childhood/anguage Development
1973 Ed.M. Early Childhcod Education
1972 M.A. Early Childhood Education
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachus.etts
1969 B.A. Spanish Literature
Work Experience:
September 1973-present
Gates-McGinite Reading Test Revision
Teachers College - Columbia University, tew York City
New York City
Bilingual-Bicul tural consultant assessin' test items to
eliminate confusion for second language learners and correcting
cultural bias in specific test items.--
February 1974-July 1974 --
Teaching and Learning Research Corporaltion
- .91-31 Queens Boulevard
Elmhurst, Queens, New York-
Consultant and Evaluator of Bilingual Programs in District No I
Manhattan.
September 1972-June 1974
New York City Infant Day Care Study -
40 North Street Room 714
Nei York City
Research Assistant involved in the translation and administration of- the
Bai ley Infant Scales of Development.
June 1973-August 1973
Bilingual-icul tural Early Childhood Program
Queens College Graduate School of Education
Queens, New York
Teaching Adjunct providing instruction to graduate students in the
development and evaluation of materials for bilingual-ticultural early childhood
classrooms. .
0
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October 1970-0ctober 1971 -
P.S. 84 Manhattan
District No. 3 New York City
Bilingual open-classrcom teacher for a nbn graded K-1 class.
Providing academaic and skill instruction -in Spanish for Spanish dominant
pupils and academic and skill instruction in English for English dominant
pupils. The second language was taught in enrichment activities initially
and later for review of topics taught in the first language.
September 1969-June 1970
Horace Day School
New Haven, Connecticut
Second grade classroom teacher and bilingual community liason.
June 1969-August 1969
Union Settlement
New York City
Assistant teacher providing Spanish speaking high school students
instruction in English language skills.
Part time Jobs and Volunteer Work:
June 1974-present
Institute for Urban and Iinority Education
Teachers College - Columbia University
-flew York City
Research consultant on issues relating to Spanish speaking communities
and the ed-ucational needs of the Spanish speaker:
August 1972-June 1973
- -Puerto'Rican Education Task Force -
- fNew York City
Research assistant in the assessment of New York State educational
facilities, pre Kindergarten to College level, for the non-English speaker.
October i971-June 1972
District No. 3 Manhattan
-New York .City
Bilingual consultant to open classroom elementary school teachers
proYiding iniformation, curriculum materials and demonstration lessons.
June 1968-September 1968 and -
June 1969-September 1969-
Union Settl emernt
flew York City
Assistant teacher for the 4 year old. group in the day care program.
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S-ptember 1967-June 1969
14ount Holycke Tutorial Program
Founded and directed Bilingual Tutorial Program for Holyoke
eiementary schools.
Research, Evaluations and Pilot Studies
1974-(in progress) Bilingual Diary Study
Diary study of one child to record and interpret development of a
second language (English) in the pre-school years.
1974 Bilingual Program Evaluations
Standardized group testing classroom observations and written evaluations
of a bilingual-bicultural elementary program of. a bilingual elementary program
and of a secondary bilingual program. The three programs (Spanish-English)
were conducted in School District No. 1 Nanhattan.
1973 Bilingual Pilot Study
The Development of Word Meaning for Chinese Bilinguals
Word association tasks were given to Chinese doninant bilingual and
English monolingual second grade readers. Results of the task were evaluated
using a factor analysis technique to determine group differences in performance.
1972 Diary Study in Language Acquisition
The Emergence of language in a trilingual setting. The lang:iage of
an 18 month infant was recorded for 10 months 'to analyze ufnderlying
graminatical structures, transfer strategies and language do:inance. The
three languages were Spanish, Greek and English.
Teacher Certification: -
Connecticut Provisional Certificate, Grades 1-8
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Teachers Certificate for Elementary
School (no. 124311)
New York City License for Teacher of Bilingual Common Branches(Spanish) in.Day Elementary Schools, Grades 1-6
New York State Permanent Certificate in Nursery, Kindergarten and
Grades. 1-6 (no. 054404270)
Fellowships, Scholarships and Grants: -
Ford roundation Graduate Fellowship for Puerto Ricans 1974-1975, 1973-1974,
and'l72-1973
Is 0
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Mount Holyoke College S cholarship 1965-1969--
Qpaduate Course Work:
Developmental Psycholoov:
Childlore
- Research Project in Childlore
- Language Development
Independent Work in Early Language Acquisition
- Linuistics
Psycholcgy of Language
Psycholinguistics
Seminar in Bilingualism
Advance Seminar in Theoretical Issues in Bilingualism
Statistics
Introduction to Statistics
Probability and Correlation Analysis
Analysis of Variance and Analysis of Covariance
Non-Parametric Statistics
Research Desicn and Tests and easurements
Research Design in Early Childhood Education
r Pilot Research in Early Childhood Education
Tests and Measurement
Assessment in Early Childhood Education-
Educational Evidence
- Educational Psycholocy and Anthrooolocy
Psychological Anthropology
- Socio-cultural Aspects of Psychological Development
-
-
-
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Antonio Simoes, Jr. Boston University
50 Waban Hill Road - North School of Education
Chestnut Hll, Ma. 02167 765 Common'ealLh Ave.
Tel:. (617) 964-0549 Bos ton, Ma. 02134
Tel: (617) 353-3199
PERSONAL DATA:
Born: February 11, 1940
Place: Somerville, Massachusetts
Marital Status: Married - Two Children
EDUCATION:
Ed.D. Tcachers College, Columbia University, 1971
Major: Curriculum & Teaching - Older Children
M.A. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1968
Major: Curriculum & Teaching - Older Children
B.S. Boston College, 1967
Major: Education
Diploma University of Coimbra, Portugal, 1960
Major: Portuguese
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
-Associate Professor of Education, Boston University School of Education:
1976 - present
Assistant Dean, Hunter College of the City University of New York, School
of General Studies: 1973 - 1976
Assistant Professor of Education, Hunter College of thc City University of
New York: 19.71 - 1976
Coordinating Professor for the TTT Program, Training Tomorrow's Teachers.
An experimental program involving 350 students, mostly Black and
Puerto Rican. This program won the "Distingu.i.shed Achievement Award"
granted by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1973
Instructor, Notre Dame College of Staten Island: 1970 - 1971
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candidai:e at Teacier l C(.1.. ('c Colu1lbia liliversity.
)jissertation Spomt;r P : roessor Blruce-R. Joyce. 1M8 - 1971
Teacher, Lcxint;ton Acadeuy of the Holy Faminfly, LcxiigLon, Ma. 1964-1967
PUBLICATTON AND PROFES SIONAL ACTIVITIES:
The Bilinrual. Child -- Research and Analysis of Existing Education .TLimes:
(Editor), Academic Press, (In Press).
"The Myth of the Open Classroom,". Journal of Education, (In Press).
"A Paradigm for Research in Bilingual-Bicultural Education," Amcrican Ed-
ucation Research Association Annual Meeting: April 1, 1975.
"The Bilingual Child with Reference to Devclopmental Psychology," workshop
for the New Bedford Educators Association: January 10 and February 14, 1975.
"The Advantages of Bilingual Education" Reading Improvement: Spring, 1975.
1"0 Sistcma Escolar Amnericano e o Imigrante," (co-author) The Portugucse
Times: January 2, 1975.
"Can Children Think Biculturally? A Call for Needed Rescar.ch in Bilingual-
Bicultural Education," Materiales en Marcha: September* 1974.
"Urban Problems and Adult Education" workshop at Rhode Island College:
August, 1974.
"A Study on Culture - When Do Primary Values Take Effect in Children?"
Magnemedia (Tape), presented at the Third International Bilingual-Bicul-
tural Conference May, 1974. This study was cited as one of the high-
lights of the conference in the Bilingual Review: Hay 30, 1974.
"As Classes Sociais nos Estados Unidos," (co-author) The Portuguese Times:
May 30, 1974.
"From Ethnic Awareness to Political Participation," presented at the Por-
tuguese Convention, Harvard University: 1973.
-"TTT - Preservice Education," presented at the ASCD Conference: 1973.
"Competency Based Education - Where Do We Co From Here?" presented at the
Hunter Teacher Education Confcrcncc: 1973.
"Designing a Value-Sensitive Curricula," (co-author) Data Education:
December, 1972.
"An Educational Strategy for Different Cultural Groups Through the Use of
the .Data Storage and Retrieval System of Prestonport, Massachusetts,"
(Abstract-Doctoral Dissertation) Microfilms, University of Michigan: 1971.
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Leader; in Edcat.ion, The Jaqtic Gattell Press: IXcember, 1974.
Recipient of a Minority Group ScholarIship, TeacICrs Coll.Cgc, Columbia.
Uiver;iLy: 1970.
Cum Laude, BosLon CollegC: 1967.
PROFESSTONAL ORCANTZATTONS:
ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages)
AERA (American Educational Rescarch Association)
ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development)
Luso-American Cultural Society
NCSS (National Council for Social Studies)
Phi Delta Kappa
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RESUME
Karen 1-1. Sultzmnan
10 Allston St. Apt. 3
Allston, Mass. 02134
(617) 254-1732
Date of birth: July 7, 1950
Place of birth: Chicago, Illinois
Professional Experience
Assistant t- the Director Boston University
of the Bilingual Bilingual Education Program
Education Program 765 Commonualth Ave.
Boston, M1ass. 02215
(1976 to p;resent)
-Provide individual and small group tutoring ani counseling for under-
graduates in the program which includes skills development based on content
from the students' university courses;
-Supervise undergraduates in Bilingual Field Wo:k course which is offerred
for three credits to students enrolled in.teaching--methods courses;
-Assist in organization and supervision of Bilingual Student Teaching;
-Perform administrative duties for program including processing registrations
and tuition paymeats, and assisting in design of administrative processes
in conjunction with the B.U. offices of financial aides, records and
comptroller.
Workshop Leader Bilingual Lesource and Training Center
Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215
(Aug. 22-26, 1977)
-Led intensive tr.Atning workshop for bilingual teacher's aides employed by
the Lawrence, Mass. Public Schools. Topics included: the role of the T.A.
in the schools, the teacher-teacher aide team zelationship, lesson planning,
use of materials and bilingual educatidn legislation in Mass.
Director of Adult E.S.L. Community Center of South Middlesex
Program 82 Irving St.
.ramingham, Mass. 01701
(1974 to 1976)
-Head teacher and a-dministrator of intensive English as a Second Language
program to Spanish, Portuguese and Vietnamese speaking adults;
-Supervised staff of three: teacher, teacher's aide and job developer;
-Developed materia:.s and curriculum for beginning and intermediate level
students with emphasis on survival skills in the local area;
-Designed method o.7 using video-tape in the adult classroom;
-Community liason for recruitment and public relations purposes;
-Counseling on personal, professional and survival issues both in
individual sessioiss and in the classroom;
-Evaluated program goals and individual student progress;
-Wrote proposal for second year of E.S.L. prograu.
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Coordillitor of Community Center of South 1iddlesex
Childrenl',,, PuppE 82 Irving St.
orkshop Framinghai, Mass. 01701
(Part-time, summer 1975)
.Dcvcloped Saturday program of puppet making and shows for children 5 to 10
years old;
-Directed and produced puppet shows for Framingham community.
Elementary Teacher Lakeview Community School
Sheffield St.
Chicago, Illinois 60637
(1973 to 1974)
-Developed program in conjunction with parent board to establish a bilingual,
open-classroom, elementary school;
-Taught full-time;
-Designed curriculum for K-6 program for use in the open-classroom
-Established pear tutoring method;
-Participated ii student planning and counseling sessions for student
decision makin; body;
-Designed classroom space, built furniture and made materials for use in
the classroom.
Teacher- High School level. Aspira, Inc. of Illinois
Chicago, Illinois 60622
(summer 1972, 1973)
-Developed curriculun and taught E.S.L. and Freshman English to Hispanic
youth in Upward Bound type program;
-Researcher -in evaluation of summer program Viich included making tapes,
interviews, questionaires and observations.
Assistant in Guidance
and Counseling
Senn High School- Chicago Board of Ed.
Chicago, Illinois
(1972)
-Interviewed students on personal and career issues;
-Attended group interviews with head counselor on discipline issues and on
career and college counseling;
-Responsible for record keeping and referrals of all students leaving
the school.
Administrative Assistant Aspira, Inc. of Illinois
and English Teacher Chicago, Illinois 60622
(1970-71 and summer 1969)
-Taught E.S.L., G.E.D. and study skills in alternative high school program;
-Coordinated tutoring program for high school youth using resources of local
colleges and universities;
-Administered payroll and bills.
Education
Antioch Graduate Center- Institute of Open Education, Cambridge, Mass.
Received M.Ed. in .August, 1976.
Northeastern Illinois University- Univ. Without'Walls Program, Chicago, Illinois.
Received B.A. in August, 1974.
University of Illinc-is- Urbana and Chicago Circle Campus. Part-time studies
towards B.A.-
Puerto Rican Forum, Inc., New York. BOLT E.S.L. Teacher Training Program.
Received intensive training in E.S.L. philosophy, methods, materials and
curriculum design. Feb. through April, 1971.
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